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Chapter 1
Introduction
The title of this work, Toward Accurate Computationof Optically ReconstructedHolograms,
despite accurately describing the contents that follow, belies their very specific nature. A
careful explanation of the particular way in which the title does reflect the ensuing text will
serve also as an introduction to the scope and thrust of the effort reported here.
HOLOGRAMS refers to the medium whose advancement was the principal line of inquiry
documented in the following pages. In particular, the work has involved a new kind of
electronic holography, the MIT Holographic Video System; the purpose of that device is to
accept an electronic representation of a complex interference pattern and diffract light, using
this pattern, into a three-dimensional image immediately and continuously visible to a viewer.
The process by which an image is formed by the system is equivalent to the way in which
a traditional, static hologram manipulates incident light: the electronic information sent to
the system is, in fact, OPTICALLY RECONSTRUCTED.

The interference pattern electronically

represented by this signal is, in turn, analogous to the interference pattern that would have been
present on a microscopic scale in a real hologram of the same image, except that while these

structures would have been formed automatically as a result of the optical recording of the real
hologram, the electronic patterns are generated by calculations simulating the physics of that
optical recording. Thus the patterns used by the MIT system are dependent on and a result of
explicit COMPUTATION.
ACCURATE is the actual topic of the efforts reported here. It refers not to a numerical
accuracy of the computations, although computations of that variety are certainly recommended,
but rather to the appropriatenessof the computations used. To wit, the goal has been to
discover approaches and algorithms for generating interference patterns that result in images
of high perceptual accuracy, or visual realism. That is, it is the intent of this research to
generate electronic holographic images that look convincingly like real objects. TOWARD
simply establishes that this task is a large one, and that this work cannot address it entirely.

In short, then, this work concerns the development of new techniques for calculating
holographic interference patterns of objects and scenes with realistic visual characteristics. As will be explained in Chapter 3, past schemes for computational synthesis of holograms
have been limited to the production of two-dimensional, coarsely sampled images, or in the
most advanced and most recent instances, one-dimensional structures (lines) curved through

three-space. This document introduces a body of research that has resulted in the first experimental demonstration of highly complex synthetic holographic images, including wireframe
renderings of detailed polyhedral objects exhibiting visually accurate occlusion and equally
intricate models constructed of fully shaded, solid surfaces.

1.1

Constituents of 'Realism'

It will be useful to identify the criteria by which the realism of an image can be judged. Any
such 'criterion' must be a recognizable property of observed real-world objects, but will at the

same time likely be a problem when representation or imaging of that object is undertaken.
When considered in the broadest terms, there are three realism criteria, of which two are treated
here.
The one which will not concern us is realism of geometry. This is the requirement that
any recognizable detail or part of the object be situated at the correct place in whatever
serves as its image space, and it has in contexts of traditional portrayal to do with issues
of structural geometric accuracy and perspective projection. Ignoring or exaggerating the
latter condition produces orthographic mechanical drawings or fish-eye views, both apparent
distortions, while deviations from the former are evident in the surrealistic props and sets
visible in Theodore Geisel's film The 5,000 FingersofDr.T. Deliberate transgressions of both
can lead to, for example, Picasso's The Three Musicians. In any event, given that we begin
with models of objects that are themselves accurate (in a structural sense), responsibility for
the geometry/projection criterion lies almost entirely with the electro-optical hardware in the
system, and is therefore taken care of 'automatically'.
The two criteria that are of import here are realism of occlusion and realism of surface
optical properties.
Occlusion, interpreted most simply, is the property that opaque objects closer to a viewer
(or imaging system) prevent light from objects farther away but along the same line of sight
from reaching said viewer. This phenomenon is important to biological vision for two reasons:
first, occlusion is an important depth cue, providing powerful hints as to the depth ordering,
and therefore the positional structure, of objects in a scene. Second, occlusion reduces the
information content of perceived images to a manageable level; to wit, because the imaging
schemes used by all biological organisms are fundamentally two-dimensional (by virtue of their
projective nature), a hypothetical non-occluding world would mean that each imaged point on
the retina would contain superposed information about a multiplicity of different objects (in

fact, every object along the same line of sight). With occlusion, a great culling of information
takes place, and in an important and well-defined way: occlusion guarantees a one-to-one
mapping between the three-dimensional world and its two-dimensional image. This mapping
is achieved in such a way that each point on the retina can be said to correspond not only to one
and only one point on the surface of an object in the original space, but also to the single closest
such object-surface point.1 Subtler properties of the optical, real-world process of occlusion
(diffraction, for example) are left for the discussion in §4.1.1.
Surface optical properties refers to the broad class of physical phenomena that control the
interaction of light with material objects, and consequently their appearance. As they are to be
understood here, surface optical properties include only processes that occur on a microscopic
or intrinsic level; thus, we refer only to the effects of surface conductance and associated
shiny reflections, diffuse scattering from small-scale surface roughness, and so forth. Though
not as important to 'first-order' understanding of a scene as the other two criteria, it is the
accurate capture of these attributes that determine the ultimate believability of an image, and its
perception as 'realistic'. For example, we can imagine having good comprehension of a scene
in which objects were undistorted and occluded each other properly, but were represented only
by their silhouettes. There would be little chance, however, of our accepting this image as
'reality' itself. Only with the addition of all of the effects that allow us to identify objects as
pewter, or scratched, or wet, and so forth, does it become possible to effectively fool the senses.
The three criteria we have enumerated for evaluating the 'reality' of a synthetic scene are in
some sense arbitrary; surely, there are other classification schemes that are inclusive but have
'Naturally, this is no longer the case if we include transparency effects in our model; partially transparent
objects allow a single image-plane point to correspond to multiple original space points. Nonetheless, the paradigm
is largely unharmed even with the addition of such effects, because of the relative infrequency of their real-world
occurrence. Of course, in a conjectural world containing predominantly transparent objects, occlusion would not
be a particularly effective depth cue.

more or fewer top-level categories. For example, we might subsume the different constituent
phenomena of the occlusion category under the optical property heading by generalizing the idea
of light propagation and requiring that 'opacity' be strictly interpreted as a property of interposed
surfaces. Further, the distribution of phenomena in particular categories may be similarly
disputed. We might choose, for example, to include more macroscopic interactions in our
surface optical properties category, claiming the individual strands of fiber as 'optical properties'
of the elemental material called 'carpet' 2 . However, the current tripartite classification is
important and useful to us both because it is closely analogous to description systems employed
by other relevant disciplines (notably computer graphics) and because the three categories, two
of which we consider here and one of which we do not, align with the classes of imaging
problems that are and are not treated in the course of the work. Thus, as we do not wish to
burden ourselves with a generalized (and therefore staggeringly complex) light propagation
model, we will not consider occlusion to be a property of surfaces with opacity but rather a
fundamental representation issue, which may therefore be addressed and solved independently
from other issues. Similarly, if a carpet is desired, it will be necessary (for the time being) to
consider its macroscopic strand-structure as a feature of its geometric description (an admittedly
complex one in this case), the only relevant optical property being that of the material from
which each strand is constructed.
-It is the two categories of occlusion and surface opticalproperties,then, that are the domain
of this work; the context is computation of interference patters for reconstruction and display
on the MIT Holographic Video System. In the following pages we will describe the important
aspects of the occlusion phenomenon and present an experimental system capable of producing
images exhibiting these effects, given initial scene specifications of a particular variety. We
2This

is common practice in certain computer graphics contexts.

will also describe a secondary, derived system that allows the imaging of shadedobjects, whose
surfaces are not only apparently solid and continuous, but also exhibit optical attributes that are
fully variable over a small set of defining parameters. Finally, we submit preliminary work and
experimental results on a different kind of surface modeling that allows for physically-based
computation of optical effects.

1.2

Overview of Contents

Chapter 2 examines methods used by other imaging media for dealing with the difficulties of
accurate occlusion and surface optical properties. In particular, the fields of computer
graphics and non-electronic (photographic) holography are discussed in this regard, as
they may both be considered the direct forbears of the present electronic holography
system.
Chapter 3 introduces the notion of generating holographic images synthetically by calculating
their underlying interference patterns and investigates briefly the sparse history of this
discipline. The chapter concludes with an introduction to the MIT Holographic Video
System and the early, rudimentary approaches used to synthesize images for it.
Chapter 4 begins with a close examination of the real-world phenomenon of occlusion, and
an evaluation of the degree to which it need be simulated in order to achieve acceptable
visual realism. Following this determination is an outline of the various potential schemes
available for an MIT-system-specific implementation of occlusion. A discussion of the
method eventually chosen and implemented then ensues in some detail; finally, examples
of images produced using this occlusion algorithm and an analysis of those results
conclude the chapter.

Chapter 5 details a means for extending the extant facility of generating isolated point sources
on the MIT system in order to produce surfaces of apparent continuity and solidity. The
results of simple preliminary experiments with point-packing densities are presented;
subsequently, modifications made to the occlusion-processing system that afford the
capability of generating shaded objects in this way are discussed. Following is a brief
description of images created using the system and reconstructed on the MIT device.
Last is a section on the generalization of the point source model employed so far to
include anisotropic radiation patterns, allowing more accurate shading of holographicallyrendered images. The chapter concludes with a discussion of images made with these
anisotropic sources.
Chapter 6 proffers the notion of generating holographic interference patterns using radiative
'primitives' other than point sources. Following a brief historical foray into relevant
research on radiation scattering from rough structures, a model for surfaces of this kind,
based on aggregates of atomic microfacets, is proposed. The mathematical development
of expressions for determining the field contribution from an isolated microfacet then
precedes an analysis of fields thus produced, consideration of the possibility of aliasing
while sampling these fields, and experimental visual results obtained from reconstructing
fringe patterns generated from isolated microfacets. Next is the exposition of a system
for representing surfaces of deterministic macroscopic geometry with a stochasticallygenerated, microscopic collection of microfacets. Finally, there appears a presentation
of the results of generating holographic images using superposed microfacet fields from
the stochastic microstructure representation.
Chapter 7 provides a brief summary of the research presented and results obtained throughout
the preceding chapters. Conclusions drawn regarding the success of the methods devel-

oped through the course of the work and the suitability of their application in contexts of
larger scale then supervene. An outline of the next stages of the presented research and
likely means for its execution follows; finally, suggestions for directions of new inquiry
of probable good yield conclude the chapter and the document.

Chapter 2
The Lineage of Realism
A brief examination of how our two general problems, occlusion and surface optical properties,
have been solved for other imaging media will afford several opportunities: of identifying
similarities between the previous versions and the current incarnation of the task and thereby
exploiting pre-existing solutions, and of locating the fundamental differences whose avoidance
will be critical to a correct formulation of our approach. Naturally, the field of computer
graphics, with its 'numerical approach' to modeling and imaging, will evince the closest
analogies and supply the only directly adaptable methods. Nonetheless, the complete sequence
of techniques up to the present certainly suggests an evolutionary path whose extension will
aid our advance.

2.1
2.1.1

Early Efforts at Realism
Painting

No painter of merit has ever failed to demonstrate the ability to produce proper occlusion. The
process, remarkably, occurs predominantly in the mind of the painter; in effect, there must
exist a mental model of the complete three-dimensional environment being painted, so that
depth ambiguities in a local region of the canvas can be resolved before the application of any
pigment occurs. Typically, parts of the scene are rendered in reverse depth order, with objects
farther from the assumed viewpoint being laid down before closer objects. However, there is
often a failsafe afforded the artist by the opacity of certain paints: any object may be added to a
rendering as long as it is strictly closer to the viewer than every part of the scene in its immediate
area, the opacity merely insuring that previous efforts in that area will remain unseen. Small
defects in depth ordering in dense areas of canvas exhibiting overlapping objects or those in
close proximity can be corrected similarly, with fresh paint simply 'redefining' the perceived
depth relationships. In general, objects can always be 'brought forward' by painting previously
obstructed regions in their entirety.
It is important to note that the occlusion generated by painters is a purely geometric effect,
in the. sense that the portion of background not seen through the opacity of a foreground object
corresponds precisely to the interior region of the projection of the silhouette of the object onto
the background from the viewpoint.
The generation of realistic surface appearance is, on the other hand, a matter of considerable
difficulty, and a talent on which some artists have made their reputation. Vermeer, Carravagio,
and the illustrator Gustave Dore, for example, were all renowned for their understanding of
light and its interaction with matter. Where a mastery of the occlusion effect was in large

part a technical matter, requiring the only skillful application of a few rules, expertise at
making surfaces 'look right' presupposes expert powers of observation, a flawless intuition
about the way appearances change under different lighting conditions, and deep insight into the
correspondences between real-world, illuminated objects and the particular pigments available
to represent them.
An important conclusion is that the problems of accuracy in the context of painting are
representationalissues, meaning that there is only an indirect relationship between the original
scene as it would have been observed by a human observer and the canvas as it finally appears.
The indirectness takes the form of an arbitrary mapping between the real world and its painted
image; the mapping is mediated and resolved only by the individual painter, whose specific
representationalchoices are almost solely responsible for the accuracy and quality of the
outcome.

2.1.2

Photography

If the realism of painted imagery is almost wholly dependent on representational issues, then
photographic images (by contrast) depend just as heavily on physical issues. To wit, photographic apparatus provide a means for capturing a semblance of a real-world scene directly,
with virtually no interpretation or representational translation. Thus the 'tasks' of producing
occlusion and accurate surface appearances are implicitly completed: on the film is archived
a literal record of the immediate environment, and as occlusion and surface appearances are
present in that, they are reproduced by the medium. So it is that the veracity or realism of the
photographic image cannot be judged on the quality of its representation: that quantity is exact.
The only factors contributing to realism are, in this case, physical ones.

Representationalversus Physical Issues

2.2

The two categories that we have identified constitute an important distinction which will be
used to classify the synthetic imaging techniques presented in the remainder of this chapter,
and which will help to define and identify the particular methods that we develop to address
parts of the realism problem.

2.3

Computer Graphics

The field of computer graphics merits particular consideration in the context of this work, as it
is the only other discipline in which the same set of problems has been addressed, examined,
and (to the tolerances of that medium) effectively solved.
Interestingly, the history of this field shows it to have evolved steadily from favoring
representationalto favoring physical solutions to these problems.

An illustration of this

progression is the evident in the way in which the representation of graphics by the nearly
ubiquitous raster monitor has been viewed, or, equivalently, by the answer to the implicit
question We have at our disposal a large set of regularly arrangedpixels; what do we put at
each one, and why? 1 .
The earliest disposition of these pixels was to form straight lines. Techniques like Bresenham's algorithm were used to determine which pixels to illuminate (at the full intensity of
the line), and typically guaranteed no more than that the progression of pixels reached both
requested endpoints and that each pixel was the 'best choice' (closest to the implied line)
available. Polygons could be drawn by creating a closed sequence of lines and illuminating
every pixel in the interior region thus defined. The lines, it was soon noticed, were subject to
In the following chapter, a variant of this question will be made an explicit part of our investigation.

'aliasing', and often sported a jagged, staircase-like appearance. Soon methods for eliminating
this artifact emergeed ('anti-aliasing' methods), and amounted essentially to illuminating extra
pixels around the original set with appropriate fractional intensities, relying on the human visual system to average the resulting cluster, viewed from some appropriate distance, into what
could be perceived as a continuous, undeformed segment. Various approaches to 'rendering'
projections of three-dimensional scenes were developed; they were all typified conceptually (if
not algorithmically) by the method of early 'ray-tracing', which determined the color of each
pixel by appropriating the color of the first object obstructing the ray fired from the eyepoint
through the center of that pixel. Again, jagged aliasing effects occurred around the silhouette
borders of most objects; worse, it was possible for small, unfortunately positioned objects to
disapear by 'slipping through' the diverging bed-of-nails of sampling rays. A measure suggested as corrective for both maladies was supersampling, the idea of probing with more than
one ray for each pixel, and then averaging the several sample values to produce the final pixel
intensity. No matter how many extra rays were used, however, aliasing artifacts still occurred
for objects with particular geometries and orientations, and a sufficiently small object could
still fail to intersect any of the rays and so be missed. From the recognition that aliasing effects
were prevalent principally about silhouette edges, the development of adaptive supersampling
followed, which increased the spatial sampling rate as necessary for pixels that represented
these troublesome edge regions.
To be sure, many erroneous pixels were reformed in this way, but the technique is indicative
in its ad hoc origins and philosophy of the representationalcharacter of each of the advances
enumerated above, and of most of the rest of the algorithms that made their appearance during
the first few decades of the discipline.
A turning point (of a sort) in the representational-physicalsway came with the publication
in 1986 of a paper ([4]) called "Stochastic Sampling in Computer Graphics" by Robert Cook,

then at Pixar. In it, the author formally recognized that the act in computer graphics of assigning
single values to pixels (the pixel being the indivisible 'atom' of raster display) as the last step of
a rendering is nothing other than a sampling process 2 Therefore, computer graphics rendering
is, like any other sampling process, subject to certain predictable constraints; most importantly,
sampling can only be performed properly when the Nyquist limit is respected. Ignoring this
limit leads in any such sampling process to aliasing (the misrepresentation of high frequencies
as low frequencies), and this was precisely what had been observed for years in artifact-laden
computer graphics images. Thus no matter how much supersampling was performed, there
would always be frequency components in the image higher than the sampling rate, and so there
would always be aliasing. With full understanding of the nature of the marring phenomena at
hand, however, it was relatively simple to design a correct means for eliminating the problem.
Specifically, aliasing in computer graphics images will occur when the sampling rate (inverse
pixel spacing) is exceeded by certain objects' spatial frequencies. For example, the edge of
a polygon is an exceedingly high spatial frequency feature (its spatial spectrum will contain
energy at all frequencies along the dimension orthogonal to its orientation), and so sampling of
this structure at a fixed rate (the resolution of the raster display) cannot adequately represent the
spectral content. Cook's solution was to recognize that, although it was not possible to eliminate
the excessive spatial frequencies, their energy could be converted from an objectionable form
('jaggies') into a much less noticeable guise, namely image noise. 'Jaggies' occurred because
sampling by a regular grid (the pixel locations), with its regular comb spectrum, would transform
each frequency beyond the Nyquist limit into a specific frequency below the limit. The regularity
of the misrepresented frequency in the resulting image was responsible for the high visibility
of the artifacts. However, by replacing the regular sampling grid with one in which the location
2

There was no indirectness to his manner: the paper begins with the sentence Because pixels are discrete,
computer graphicsis inherently a samplingprocess..

of each sample had been randomly perturbed away from its original position (or 'jittered'), a
convolution with a sampling spectrum containing only the requisite DC delta and a constant
amplitude beyond the Nyquist frequency 3 was produced, so that energy in the image contained
at extravagant frequencies could not be reconstructed as a well-defined feature, but rather as a
small amount of noise added locally to the correctly sampled and reconstructed image.
The technique is correct in theory, and the success of its implementation is borne out in
practice: empirically speaking, the resulting computer graphics images are of highest quality,
with no visible aliasing artifacts whatever.
The computer graphics aliasing example was an instance in which representationaltechniques had proved inadequate. Only once a physical approach to modeling the problem had
been undertaken (that is, a model of the process that correctly identified it as belonging to a
particular class of systems, namely sampled systems) was it possible to formulate a useful,
predictable, and reliable result.
This is not intended to denigrate representationaltechniques.

Obviously, it would be

ludicrous to suggest to Vermeer that he might be more successful if he'd just go and learn
some real optics from Leeuwenhook; Vermeer's innate understanding of light's interaction
with physical objects and its representation by pigments on canvas was beyond reproach. It is
merely to suggest that it is important to understand in any particular case what result can be
expected from choosing one approach to imaging over the other.

3

This spectrum is only he case to the extent that the sample-location jittering process can simulate a true

Poisson distribution.

2.3.1

Computer Graphics Occlusion

An important attribute shared by all occlusion techniques developed for computer graphics
is the assumption of a projectional one-to-one mapping. In particular, all such algorithms
derive their efficiency (and in some cases their existence) from the observation that the single
viewpoint implies a unique pairing between each location on the final image and a 'line of
sight', defined as the line containing both the viewpoint and that image location.

SORTING TECHNIQUES
The term 'sorting technique' refers, in fact, to a class of different algorithms that operate
primarily on polygonally-defined objects and that proceed by making explicit comparisons
(of various) among the polygons. Particularly relevant to our work will be the subclasses of
scanline algorithms and depth priority algorithms.
Scanline Algorithms

A scanline hidden surface approach proceeds, as do most of its sibling

sorting algorithms, in two distinct passes. The first of these, the 'edge intersection and sorting'
pass, acts to accumulate tables of sorted information that are then used in in the second,
'traversal' pass. The first pass transpires as follows 4 :

1. For each scanline, find all polygons that intersect the plane implied by the scanline
(y = yo)

2. For each of these polygons, find the edges (and locations on those edges) intersected by
the scanline-plane y = yo. For convex polygons there will be exactly two such edgeintersection points; for generalized, possibly-concave polygons there will be an even
number of these points.
4

By the time the scanline processor commences, the coordinate system will have been rotated so that the view
direction is parallel to the z-axis

3. Sort the collection of all the edge-intersection pairs that have been extracted for the
current scanline by the smaller of the two x-coordinates, from smallest to largest.
4. Present the sorted collection of edge-intersection pairs to the traversal subsystem.
The 'traversal' portion of the system is responsible for accepting a sorted edge-intersection
pair list and generating a completed horizontal line (scanline) of pixel values. It functions by
advancing a 'span' through the list in such a way that, at any one time, the span represents a
visible (closest to the viewer) segment belonging to one polygon alone, as follows:

1. Begin with the leftmost E-I (edge-intersection) pair; label it 'active'. Define the initial
span to have the same left end as this first E-I pair.
2. Assign to the right end of the span the first E-I end (it doesn't matter whether this is the
left or the right end of an E-I) in the list with an x-coordinate that is greater than current
left x-coordinate of the span.
3.

9 If there is currently only one active E-I, color the set of pixels corresponding to the
span with the values obtained by shading the polygon that owns the edge to which
the left span coordinates belongs.
e Otherwise (there is more than one active E-I), do a depth comparison on all the
currently active E-Is; fill the range of pixels implied by the current span with values
obtained from shading the corresponding region of the closest E-I's polygon.

4.

* If the right end of the span corresponds to the left end of an E-I, mark that E-I

'active' now.
* Otherwise, the right end of the span corresponds to the right end of an E-I. Mark
that E-I 'inactive' now.
5. Move the right end of the span to its left end.
6. Go to step 2.

Depth Priority Algorithms

The single goal of depthpriorityalgorithmsis to sort and process

the set of polygons comprising the scene in such a way that writing the shaded values of every
polygon into the frame buffer strictly in the sorted order results in a correct image. In its
simplest form, sorting and then drawing the polygons in reverse depth order (farthest polygons
to closest) achieves this goal; this approach is sometimes called the 'painter's algorithm' by
analogy to the process of process of adding to a part of the canvas that are already painted
by simply rendering the new object at the appropriate position. Given that the new object is
wholly 'closer' to the viewer than all portions of the canvas contained within its silhouette (and
that the painter's pigments are completely opaque), the occultation of the previously rendered
part of the scene does not matter and the result is correct.
The same conditions must be imposed in the field of computer graphics in order for the
painter's algorithm to perform properly; it will fail, in particular, if any two polygons whose
x- and y-extents overlap also overlap in depth. Under these circumstances the correct image
would show each polygon partly visible and partly obscured by the other. There are many
ways in which this situation can arise (e.g. an overlapping 'cycle' of three long polygons);
thus the painter's algorithm alone is not sufficient to handle a general or arbitrary distribution
of polygons. A full formulation of the method must not only perform the initial depth sort, but
also recognize cases of polygon depth-overlap, decide whether it is possible or not to make a
correct ordering determination (some instances of overlap can still be correctly ordered), and
resolve the remaining discrepancies by subdividing any offending polygons into geometrically
equivalent sets of smaller polygons that can be properly depth-ordered.

Z-BUFFER METHODS
A majority of the computer graphics renderers in use today depend on a Z-Buffer algorithm
(or its more sophisticated variant, the A-Buffer) for hidden surface calculations.

The Z-

Buffer technique is unequivocally the simplest fully general approach to the visible-surface
determination problem, particularly with regard to its implementation.
The method assumes that, in addition to maintaining an array of color values in memory (the
frame buffer), an equal-sized region of memory be set aside. This is the Z-Buffer; each (x, y)
position stores the depth (z-value) of the location on the surface that contributed the current
color in the corresponding pixel at (x, y).
When a new primitive (polygon, spline patch, etc.) is processed, its depth is sampled at each
pixel location. For each pixel at which the new sampled surface depth is less than (closer to the
view-location than) the depth value stored in that location in the Z-Buffer, the color of the new
surface is allowed to replace the current value stored in the frame buffer. All other pixels, for
which the depth of the new surface is greater than the currently stored depth, remain constant
as the new surface point is discarded. In this way it is guaranteed that, at any pixel, the 'closest
surface so far' is the one whose color is represented in the frame buffer.
The advantages of the Z-Buffer technique over other hidden surface algorithms are many,
particularly in recent years when increased memory capacities have rendered the relatively
large memory requirements of the technique irrelevant. To wit,
" The order in which objects are processed does not matter at all; no pre-sorting is required.
The technique has been described, for this reason, as 'throwing things at the frame buffer
and seeing what sticks'.
" The algorithm is not formulated with any particular primitive in mind. The only stipulation is that any primitive to be processed by the Z-Buffer method support queries for the

distance to it at various sample locations. Polygons, superquadrics, spline patches, parametric surfaces, and sometimes even fractals all submit fairly effortlessly to processing
by the Z-Buffer.

e The technique does not demand that objects 'interact' in any way: during processing
of an object, no information about any other object is required. This means that each
primitive may be discarded and its memory reclaimed after it has been processed by the
Z-Buffer, and that therefore memory usage does not depend on scene complexity.

* The Z-Buffer itself, stored at the completion of rendering along with the color information
for the image, can later be used to do correct depth-compositing of that image with another
(as long as the second is also equipped with its own Z-Buffer information).

2.3.2

Computer Graphics Optical Properties

In what follows we will omit consideration of color, both in order to simplify the discussion
and because we will not address the issue in our own work5 . This simplification eliminates, in
the most straightforward case, the need for maintaining surface constants in vector form (one
component each for red, green, and blue), or, in the most complex case, the use of continuous
surface attribute functions, which would require integration over the entire visible spectrum for
each illumination calculation.

5The

MIT Holographic Video System does not, for the moment, display in color; images are generated solely
with 632.8 nanometer light from a Helium-Neon laser.

Standard Models

The computer graphics model for surface-light interactions that is nearly ubiquitous today is
quite simple. It synthesizes the intensity value for light reflected from a particular surface
location from three summed terms: an ambient, a diffuse, and a specular component. The
ambient contribution is constant for every position on the surface, regardless of viewer location
and light source position, and implies a kind of 'background' light level. The diffuse value is
intended to represent the matte characteristics of the surface (Lambertian reflections), and is
dependent on the angle between the surface normal and the incident light, but not on viewer
position. Finally, the specular component describes the mirrorlike properties of the object, as of
a highly polished surface. This term is a function of the angle between the viewer direction and
the bounce vector (the incoming light source vector reflected across the surface normal), and is
also controlled by a exponent, whose magnitude effectively determines the size of highlights
formed by the specular term. The entire expression is then

Itot = Iambkamb + Idiff kdff(;Z - ) + Ipeckspec(V- b)'P

.

(2.1)

The 'I' values denote the variable intensities of the presumed light sources responsible for each
of the components. It is therefore implied by the model that the appearance of any surface
can be defined by the three 'k' values, which merely define the relative contributions of each
component to the linear combination, and by capec. The vectors used are described below in
Figure 2.1.

A

7: surface normal
A

S

V : direction to viewer

Figure 2.1: The unit vectors used for the standard computer graphics illumination model

Advanced illumination Calculations
An amount of research on the calculation of realistic surface optical properties has continued
over the years. Interestingly, however, none of this work has departed from the notion that any
surface can be adequately described by a linear combination of the 'ambient, diffuse, specular'
terms described above; instead, two parallel lines of work have emerged, based on that model.
Both ground their attacks in fairly detailed models of actual surface-light interaction phenomena
and light transport mechanisms.
The first seeks to improve the realism of surface appearances by improving the operation of
the individual ambient, diffuse, and specular terms. Blinn, for example, has suggested a more
complex specular illumination function that uses a model of microscopic surface geometries
similar to the work of Beckmann and Spizzichino (whose contributions we will examine in
much greater detail in Chapter 6). Cook then extended Blinn's technique by returning the
Fresnel reflection expressions implicit in the microfacet distribution expression to their proper

wavelength dependence (Blinn had formulated his expressions with the approximation of an
index of refraction that was material dependent but wavelength independent.)
The second departure proceeds from the application of 'energy equilibrium' concepts; in
particular, objects in a scene are removed from the 'isolation' of the usual shading model,
in which the final shaded appearance of any object depends only on its own properties and
the presence of light sources. Energy equilibrium, realized most successfully in the form of
'radiosity' renderers, recognizes that some light scattered from any object will in turn illuminate
other objects. In the end, an enormous, simultaneous 'balancing' is performed (as a large set
of simultaneous equations, solved iteratively), in which illumination energy levels are adjusted
until the amount of energy incident on a small region of surface is equal to the amount of energy
that leaves the region.
Both lines of research have embraced a kind of hybrid representational-physicalapproach to
the problem, as follows: the original representation of illuminating as comprising the ambient,
diffuse, and specular terms is still used, but has been augmented by the understanding and
application of of real-world physical properties to better define the individual terms.

2.4

Holography

The holographic process proceeds by wavefront encoding and later reconstruction (see §3.5.1
for a more detailed description of the mechanisms involved). It is therefore a close analog
of photography in its embodiment of the physical approach to imaging. If anything, it is the
archetypical example: while photographic recording is wholly physical in nature, the complementary presentation format is somewhat more representational(albeit in a noninterpretive,
unbiased manner), in that its eventual appearance is dependent on various choices and conditions, such as the graininess of the original film and the possibility of subsequent enlargement,

and the lighting in the environment in which it is viewed. In short, the light reflected from the
developed photograph can under almost no circumstances be mistaken for the light propagating
from the originally imaged scene. Holographic recording is similarly literal, representing like
its photographic counterpart the archiving of the appearance of a real-world environment, complete with whatever optical phenomena may be present. When the hologram is reconstructed,
however, the image itself consists of a completely accurate 6 reproduction of the optical fields
emanating from that real-world scene. To within certain limits, then, the holographic image
is not any kind of representationof its subject, but rather a physical duplicate of that subject,
indistinguishable from it by ocular or optical examination.

2.4.1

Real Holography

By 'real holography' is meant the simplest application of the basic process discussed above, in
which three-dimensional objects constituting the subject matter are laser-illuminated; the light
thus scattered toward the holographic plate is allowed to interact with a separate, unscattered
beam of laser light at that location to form the highly complex interference pattern that represents
the image. Reconstruction is then effected by reintroduction onto the developed hologram of
the reference wave (the unscattered beam), by which means a replica of the original object
wave (the light scattered from the objects in the scene) is generated.
Because it is directly from optically-propagated information about the objects themselves
that their holographic recording is executed, the phenomena of interest to us (occlusion effects
and objects' optical properties) are implicitly present in the image, just as for a photographic
recording. The reproduction of these effects when the image is examined is just as faithful.
There are therefore virtually no representationalissues affecting the quality or appearance of a
6

Under ideal circumstances, of course.

holographic image.
Variants on and extensions of this process exist (e.g. transfer techniques, which record a
second hologram from the reconstructed image of the first in order to alter the location of the
image-scene with respect to the holographic plate itself; 'reflection' recording, which creates
volume structures in the holographic emulsion capable of performing wavelength selection
upon reconstruction and thereby allowing distortion-free white light illumination; and the
'rainbow' process, which uses a modified transfer technique to achieve the same white-light
illumination goal with much greater efficiency), but all are roughly equivalent in the present
context. The salient features of real holography, therefore, are the exceeding similitude of the
image (as represented by the reproduction of wavefronts) to the imaged; the requirement that
a 'source' scene be physically present during recording so that its optical wavefront may be
encoded; and the derived property that the performed imaging is 'one-to-one', meaning that in
general no magnification or reduction of images is possible.

2.4.2

Synthetic Holography (Stereography)

The first of the three real holography attributes just enumerated is certainly desirable; indeed,
it is in some sense the supreme quality attainable by an imaging system. The second and third,
however, are often found to constitute a serious disadvantage. If holography is a grade more
sublime in its startlingly realistic reproduction of wavefronts, it is at the same time a grade
less pliable in its images' inability to be manipulated: there can be no darkroom 'dodging', no
enlarging, no optical mattework, no special effects.
Holographic stereograms overcome some of these drawbacks. If we consider a real hologram
(in terms appropriate to its interaction with the human visual system) to function by presenting a
continuum of different views of its subject to a corresponding continuum of 'viewing positions',

then a stereogram operates by explicitly and separately recording a large but finite number
of individual, two-dimensional perspective views of a scene, and then upon reconstruction
simultaneously presenting the views to separate but abutting locations7 . If there are a sufficient
number of views represented in the stereogram, so that the change from one to the next appears
smooth and continuous to a viewer, the stereogram can be considered visually equivalent to a
real hologram.
The advantage of a stereogram stems from the notion that it effectively separates the 'collection of disparate points-of-view' performed implicitly and instantaneously during the recording
of a real hologram into two steps: the acquisition of a number of perspective views of a
three-dimensional scene, and the subsequent holographic assimilation of these views into a
single emulsion. The means used to acquire the various projections of the subject matter is
unspecified; it is necessary only that they represent the specific view locations defined by the
geometry of the eventual recording arrangement.
'Real' Stereograms
If the perspective views are gathered photographically by, for example, dollying a running
motion-picture camera in front of the intended subject, then the resulting hologram may be said
to be a 'real' stereogram. As long as the ratio between the distance to the subject and the lateral
distance between viewponts (as dictated by the stereogram recording system) remains the same,
the sequence of frames may be collected at any scale; we are equally free to use footage of a
protozoan or an Alp. The range of scenes susceptible to photography is in general much larger
than that susceptible to holography; thus the one-to-one restriction of real holography has been
surmounted, as has the requirement that the subject matter be physically present at the time of
7For

a complete treatment of the processes involved in the construction and properties of holographic stere-

ograms, see [2].

hologram recording.
In addition to compulsory association with the literal objects to be depicted, the holographic
process has been divested of its responsibility for the accurate portrayal of occlusion and
surface optical effects. Instead, the individual perspective frames are assumed to exhibit
these properties correctly, and, as discussed in §2.1.2, the photographic medium will indeed
imbue each individual image with the appropriate attributes. Because each of the frames is
correct, their assembled aggregate as presented by the stereogram will also seem to evince these
characteristics properly and in three dimensions.
By extension, then, the 'real' holographic stereogram relies for desired optical properties
and occlusion on nature itself.
Computer-Generated Stereograms
Instead of using a camera to generate the requisite perspective views we may employ available
computer graphics techniques; the resulting hologram is labeled a 'computer-generated' stereogram. The range of subject matter portrayable is thereby extended once again, from 'things
that can be photographed' to 'things that can be rendered by a computer.'
As in the instance of the real stereogram, the problem of generating the realism properties in
question for three-dimensional images has been collapsed down to the problem of generating
them correctly throughout a number of two-dimensional images; given that the computer
graphics rendering software is capable of addressing these issues adequately, we may be
assured that the computer-generated stereogram will follow suit.
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Chapter 3
Computer-Generated Holograms
The second variety of stereogram discussed in the last chapter was referred to as the 'computergenerated stereogram'; in fact, this nomenclature is somewhat misleading, because the holography used in that process is in no way computer-generated. To be sure, the many two-dimensional
perspective images employed in the construction of such a stereogram are computer-generated,
but the process that encodes them is perfectly ordinary holography, unremarkable except that
it is two-dimensionalobjects (the individual perspective views) that are being recorded instead
of three-dimensional objects. In short, the computer is used to accomplish a task to which it
is quite accustomed: the production of projective views of a three-dimensional scene, and can
therefore not in good faith be said to have performed holography.
An object that could be designated a 'computer-generated hologram', then, would have to
be some construction capable of manipulating light to form an image in a manner analogous to
that of an optically-recorded hologram, but whose structure had been designed and dictated by a
process of explicit computation rather than by the photographic capture of optical interference.
Specifically, the calculation process would have to result in the production of identical (or

equivalent) interference patterns.

3.1

Historical Efforts

The notion that it might be possible to use digital computation to generate holograms is not new;
with the introduction of 'off-axis' holography (soon after the advent of the laser) it was evident
that, as the physics and optics involved in holographic recording were well understood, simulation of the process by digital means ought to be possible, but two impediments immediately
made themselves known. The first, a gross mismatch between the relatively plodding rates of
computers of the day and the extraordinarily large amount of computation required to produce
a synthetic hologram, was primarily a matter of practicality and not a fundamentally crippling
drawback; certainly, if one could exercise heroic forbearance, a hologram could eventually
be computed. The second difficulty, the absence of an adequate output device, was indeed
debilitating: with output limited to a comparatively low-resolution binary variety that guaranteed poor visual quality, there was little motivation to investigate approaches for maximizing
perceptual fidelity or realism, and so attention was diverted to other applications.
The work presented in this thesis is, needless to say, not without precedent. However, largely
because no output mechanism for computed three-dimensional holography had existed prior
to the advent of the MIT System, practically no research effort has been expended up to the
present in investigation of methods for performing 'realistic' interference pattern calculations.
By 'realistic', of course, is meant that it is the primary intent of the inquiry to produce greatly
convincing scenes, depictions that model visual phenomena as closely as possible. Most of
the work undertaken toward the end of computing holographic interference patterns at all has
sought to recast the problem in terms appropriate to the very primitive output media available
(binary plotters, for example), and so efforts veered away from what is, at least in the context

of this work, the 'true cause'.

3.2

Fourier Transform Approach

The vast majority of hologram computation methods employed so far has been predicated on
the understanding that, for either of the geometries shown in Figure 3.1, the field distribution
seen by the viewer will be very close to the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the [possibly
complex] amplitude arrangement in the plane of the hologram [5]. That is,
o(I, v) =

h(x,y)e(x+Yi)dxdy

(3.1)

where the coordinates (p, v) in the output plane are simply the hologram-plane coordinates
(x, y) scaled by a constant factor determined by the specific reconstruction geometry chosen.
That a simple encoding of the hologram could proceed directly from an inverse Fourier
description of the output amplitudes is quite ingenious, and the pioneers of the methods by
which this was accomplished must be commended. The following section provides a brief
treatment of one of the first of these methods.

3.2.1

Detour-Phase

The method described in 1967 by A.W. Lohmann, called Binary Detour-Phase,uses a continuum of opaque 'cells' in each of which has been opened a rectangular aperture of variable area
and position to effect the encoding of hologram amplitude and phase:
Given an M x N grid of apertures as shown in Figure 3.2 with individual dimensions
Wm,n,

hm,n, an average inter-aperture spacing of W, H, and individual horizontal displacements

from 'perfect regularity' of Sm,n, the total far-field diffraction pattern can be given as a sum of
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Figure 3.1: Two reconstruction geome tries for which the image distribution is the Fourier
Transform of the hologram distribution.

diffracted fields from each individual aperture:
M-1 n-1

F(x, y) = E

E f(x, y,

(3.2)

zo, W, H,wm,n, hm,n, 6m,n) ,

m=O n=O

with f(- -) the field contribution from the individual aperture at position (x, y) in an observation
plane zo away from the hologram. Given an inclined plane illumination beam described in the
plane of the hologram by Eoej(k.x+kyy) , this has the form
fm,n(X, y, ZO)

=

Eowm,nhmnsinc

x
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(3.3)

which, with wm,nx < Azo and hm,ny < Azo as implied by 'far field', becomes
fm,n(x, y, zo)

=

Eowm,nhm,n exp[jk,(mW + 6m,n) + jkynH]

x exp

j

(x7r
Az(mW + m,n)

+j (y 2(nH)).

(3.4)

If now the computed complex amplitudes h(x.y) = jh(x, y) Ieie(xY) in the hologram plane
are used to determine certain vital parameters by
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Figure 3.2: Lohmann's scheme for binary recording of complex hologram amplitudes.

then the observed field from a single aperture becomes
fm,n(x, y) = Eoh(mW, nH)|exp[j4(mW,nH)]exp [1r

(x mW + y nH)

(3.9)

with the additional requirement that 6.,n < Azo. Finally, inserting this term for a single
aperture back into the summation defining the entire diffracted field,
M-1 n-I

F(x, y)

=

h(mWnH)|exp[jd(mWnH)]exp [iO(x mW + y nH)

E0 E
m=O n=O

0

M-1 n-I

=

0

E
m=O n=O

h(mW, nH) exp

j(x

mW + Y nH).

(3.10)
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This can be recognized as the discrete Fourier transform of the regularly sampled complex

amplitude of the hologram. Now if, as originally stipulated, the process begins by assigning to
the hologram distribution the inverse Fourier transform of the desired ouput, the reconstruction
of the hologram encoded as described above will indeed be that intended ouput.
Other variations on the 'cell' approach followed, including that of Lee, in which each cell is
always composed of four horizontally adjacent vertical subcells. The subcells represent phase
angles of zero, ninety, one-hundred-eighty, and two-hundred-seventy degrees, so that leaving
two subcells opaque and assigning to the others a semitransparency proportional to the desired
distance along the associated axis could represent an arbitrary phasor. Burckhardt pointed out
that the scheme could be simplified by recognizing that any phasor could be decomposed into
a linear sum of three mutually noncollinear unit phasors, so that his encoding had only three
subcells for each cell; in the general case, of course, each subcell would be nonopaque.
Some encoding schemes managed to escape the binary quantization yoke. Notable nonbinary
efforts include the kinoform of Lesem, Hirsch, and Jordan, who assumed a unity magnitude
for all Fourier coefficients and thereby reduced the problem to that of encoding phase alone.
This they achieved by photographically recording greyscale values at each hologram location
and then bleaching the developed emulsion. The 'referenceless on-axis complex hologram'
(or 'ROACH') suggested by Chu, Fienup, and Goodman extended the concept of the kinoform
by allowing the different layers of a color reversal film like Kodachrome II to represent the
amplitude and phase components of the complex hologram signal.
Whatever the encoding method chosen, however, each of these approaches relies on the
Fourier transform to perform the actual computation. This choice was motivated by the speed
of the transform (implemented as an FFT) and was permitted by the assumption that the
hologram represented an object (and was to be viewed) in the Fraunhofer region. In general,
then, each of these schemes produced holograms of fundamentally flat (i.e. planar) objects
located far from the hologram plane.

Lesebergian Departures

3.3

Recently, significant contributions have been made to the field of computed holography by
researchers at the University of Essen (principally Detlef Leseberg, Olof Bryngdahl, and
Christian Frere, with Richard Hauck and Frank Wyrowski). Roughly half this work has been
in the form of extensions and improvements to the 'traditional' Fourier transform method of
hologram calculation. The remaining half has started to explore means for directly summing
contributions from analyticallyrepresented objects.

3.3.1

Fourier Extensions

Although the Fourier transform method of generating hologram-plane distributions is antithetical (by virtue of its implication of "two-dimensional" objects) to the techniques espoused in this
thesis, there are certain relevances in some of the developments of this sort that have emerged
from Essen:
e In [18], Leseberg and Bryngdahl recognized that the acceptability of HPO (horizontal
parallax only) imaging implied the possibility of much smaller calculation times for
CGHs and discussed a technique, based on Benton's 'Rainbow' hologram, for generating
synthetic holograms that could be reconstructed in white light.
e In [25], Wyrowski, Hauck, and Bryngdahl explored ways in which manipulation of phase
(often a free parameter for CGHs) could be combined with spatial repetition of a Fourier
CGH to increase both the diffraction efficiency of the resulting hologram and then number
of points reconstructed.
* In [23] and [24], Wyrowski and Bryngdahl explained an interactive technique for making
phase assignments in Fourier CGHs in order to eliminate speckle artifacts from the

reconstructed image.
* In [19], [17], and [10], Leseberg and Christian Frere extended Fourier techniques to use
a Fresnel transform instead, and were able to generate images of tilted planar segments.

3.3.2

Analytic Field Computations

In this body of work, the Essen researchers had begun to move toward an approach more in
line with the philosophy attending the MIT efforts: they have begun to develop a number of
'primitives', including line segments and three-space curves.

" In [9] Frere and Bryngdahl used explicit analytical descriptions of the field radiated by
a line source and manipulated the 'zone plate' structure of the resulting interference
patterns to achieve a position-varying focal length. The reconstructed curves could be
focused onto a projection screen but were not especially susceptible to viewing.
" In [8], Leseberg and Bryngdahl described a method for calculating the field due from a
radiating line source; unfortunately, CGHs generated with this method were plagued by
a variety of problems which, in short, rendered the resulting images nearly impossible to
view.
" In [16]described the superposition of generalized solutions to the Helmholtz equation
(cylindrical, conical, and helical waves) for the production of slightly more complex
images, still composed of line segments. The segments, additionally, were no longer
required to be infinite in extent, as long as "the length is not too small".

3.3.3

Conclusion

The work from Essen has greatly improved the image quality of reconstructed Fourier and
Fresnel CGHs, and has made brief forays into the promising area of fringe-pattern construction
from analytically-defined 'primitives'.

Unfortunately, no desire to address the problem of

realism in computer generated images has become apparent, and so the research continues
toward goals that must be considered 'academic' in terms of the realism goals we have adopted.
Further, it appears that the work on analytic field contributions has been abandoned in the last
few years.

3.4

The MIT Holographic Video System

The device for which this work is intended to produce holographic interference patterns is, of
course, the MIT Holographic Video System. The specific workings of the apparatus are largely
irrelevant to the discussions in the whole of this text; the interested reader is directed to [11],
[12], and [13]. The few characteristics of the system germane to understanding of subsequent
chapters are as follows:
" The system is an HPO (Horizontal Parallax Only) device, meaning that each 'line'
of interference pattern should contain contributions only from portions of the threedimensional scene directly behind it (see Figure 3.3).
" The system contains either 64 or 192 (depending on configuration) vertically-stacked
image-forming lines.
" Each line has an effective horizontal resolution (or spatial sampling rate) of 1000mm.
* Each line is 32,768 samples long.

MIT HoloVideo

Figure 3.3: Conceptual configuration of the MIT Holographic Video System. Each line of
32,768 samples represents one 'scanplane' (plane of constant y), and receives field contributions
only from point sources lying in that plane.

3.4.1

Computational Philosophy

We recall now the implicit query posed by the early computer graphicists of the last chapter: We
have at our disposal a large set of regularly arrangedpixels; what do we put at each one, and
why?. It is instructive to imagine how this interrogative may be restated in terms appropriate to
our new imaging medium. In fact, the question bifurcates into two different forms. The first of
these develops if we consider the analog of the original question's 'pixels' to be the locations
at which we compute samples of the holographic interference pattern. The second form ensues
when we recognize that the holographic display is capable of addressing some large number
of locations within a three-dimensionalvolume, and when we consequently equate the raster
pixels to these addressable positions.
In truth, of course, the only literally relevant question is the former, We have at our disposal
a large set of regularlyarrangedholographicsample points; what do we put at each one, and
why?, because it is a stream of these sample points that is fed to the display for reconstruction, so
that all manipulation of the image must occur through manipulation of the samples. However,
as it is the case that images of idealized point sources are exceedingly simple to calculate
and that, as a result, such sources may be viewed as a kind of atomic, spatial 'primitive', the
latter question may be seen to imply its own particular approach to the problem of holographic
rendering: We have at our disposal a large volume of addressablepoints or '3D pixels'; which
ones do we illuminate, how much, and why?.
It is this second question, rather than the first, that has guided the early forays into fringe
pattern generation. The first, rudimentary holographic images computed for the MIT system
comprised simple collections of point sources; that work, completed outside (prior to) the
temporal scope of this particular thesis, is outlined below and serves as an introduction to
fringe-calculation. The next two chapters describe research into more advanced holographic

rendering techniques that nevertheless also embrace the '3D pixel' philosophy. Only in the
penultimate chapter, Chapter 6, do we abandon the point-based approach and pursue work
more aligned with the first form of our bifurcated inquiry.

3.5

Point-Based Fringe Rendering

Our calculations proceed directly as a specialized form of the general mathematics governing
optical interference, and so both are presented below: first the general mathematical tenets of
holography, and then the particular embodiment of these that will serve the simplified needs of
producing images containing point sources alone.

3.5.1

Generalized Holographic Interference

We consider now two optical fields: the first, O(f, t), termed the object beam, is a complexvalued disturbance arising from light scattered by the scene being recorded; the second, p(F, t),
called the reference beam, consists typically of a plane or spherical wave. We now orient the
holographic experiment so that the photosensitive emulsion lies with its normal along the z-axis
in some plane at z = zo. We may therefore restrict our attention to the values attained by the
two fields in that plane alone, so that for convenience we define

E2(X, y)e"' =

n (f, t)
I

z-=ZO

;

p(x, y)es''

=

p(F,t)
PV
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Now, thanks to superposition, we have in the hologram plane at z = zo an intensity given by
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If our holographic emulsion is very nearly ideal', we will find recorded on it a transmittance
variation directly proportional to the intensity incident on it during the recording step. Thus,
across the hologram we will have a transmittance
= X|f(X, Y)|2

t(x, y)

+ xlp(x, y)|2
+ xf2*(x,y)p(x,y)
+ X(X, y)p*(X, y)

(3.12)

where x is a constant determined by the exposure time and the recording characteristics of the
photosensitive emulsion. If now an illumination beam r(x, y) is incident on the developed
hologram, the reconstructed field will be
h(x, y)

=

7(x, y)t(x, y)

= xn(x,y)|f2(x,y)|2
2
+ x1(x,y)|p(x,y)|

+ xn(x, y)f*(x, y)p(x, y)

+
1...and

X(x,y)(x, y)p*(x, y) .

(3.13)

for the purposes of this derivation is of the 'reversal' variety, so that regions of higher exposure are
developed to greater transparency...

Interpretation of the four terms comprising the reconstructed wave will be much easier if
we first assign more specific forms for their separate components; let us therefore configure the
experiment to have the recording and reconstruction arrangement shown in Figure 3.4.

P(X',Z)

fl(X- Y.Z)

Ih(X. y)

Figure 3.4: The hologram recording and reconstruction geometry.

Specifically, we assume that the reference wave is a plane wave incident from the side at
some angle 9 so that, in the hologram plane,

p(x, y) = pe2rC,
with isolated p a real-valued field amplitude (or the square root of the field intensity) and
( = sin(9)/A (expressed in terms of the angle of incidence and the wavelength of the beam)
the constant spatial frequency of the phase variation of the field in the plane of the hologram.
Next, we express the object beam in terms of its amplitude and phase, both functions of
position, so that
f(x, y) =

(x, y)|e-MX''d.

Finally, we constrain the illumination beam to be identical to the reference beam:
=p(x, y)

77(x,y)

= pe 2 x

With these definitions in hand, we may proceed to express h(x, y) as
h(x, y)

=
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+ Xp2
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We can now describe the significance of the four terms: the second term (containing p3 )
represents the attenuated illumination beam; the first term is a 'halo' beam propagating in the
same direction as the illumination beam but modulated spatially. The third term reports the
presence of a conjugate real image. This image appears on the opposite side of the holographic
plane from the desired virtual image, and the ed*C' term implies that it is deflected from the
normal to this plane by approximately twice the angle of its virtual counterpart. Finally, the
fourth term is the virtual image which is the object of our labors.
The premise of 'off-axis' holography is that, if 9 is large enough, the directly transmitted
portion of the illumination beam will fall below the position at which a viewer looks at the
virtual image, and that the virtual and real images have a sufficient angular separation so that a
viewer examining the virtual image will not also see a real image overlapping it.

Point Source Field Contributions

3.5.2

As an initial approach to computing fringe patterns for real time holographic display, it was
decided to constrain the field which represents the object to a single variety; namely, only
collections of self-luminous points would be allowed to comprise the object beam. This choice
reflected the recognition that a point source has a particularly simple mathematical form (it
has, in fact, one of the few available closed form field representations), making the interference
patterns that arise from such sources easy to calculate. Another simply-expressed wave, the
plane wave, was also employed in the system as the reference beam. Following is a brief
recounting of some of the mathematics involved in point-source interference computations.
The field radiated by a point source located at ro, observed at a location r, is
E(F) =

e-(klrI+o);

(3.15)

with Eo the real-valued amplitude of the source, k = 27r/A the wavenumber, and 0 an
arbitrary phase associated with the point source. The corresponding expression for a plane
wave propagating in a direction qis
EPL(r) = EoPLe-j(kq-ir+Oo)

with

to,

(3.16)

again, a phase offset specific to that particular plane wave. The above, it may be

noted, are scalar expressions for electromagnetic radiation, a decidedly 'vector' phenomenon;
however, for all the manipulations required for computer-generation of holographic interference
patterns, a scalar representation will prove sufficient. Implied in the 'de-vectorizing' of the
mathematics is the constraint that all sources which contribute to the hologram share an identical
linear polarization, a constraint that will not lead to appreciable loss of generality.

Resolving both expressions into Cartesian coordinates, and restricting all electromagnetic
activity to the x-z plane2 , we have

E (x, z)

=

E0 e-ik )(x-xo) 2 +(z-zo) 2 _j;4i
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2
2
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(3.17)

EPL(X, z)

=

E0,Pre-ik(q.x+qiz)-j*

(3.18)

with the point source located at r' = (xo, zo) and the appropriate decomposition of the wave
vector:
q, = q. x = sin9;

qz = q'.z = cos9

for a plane wave propagating at an angle 9 to the z-axis.
Superposition describes the 'mixing' of electromagnetic radiation under normal circumstances, and so for any collection of, say, m point sources and n plane waves, the total observed
field is simply
m

n

E'(x, z) +

EToT(x, z) =
i=1

Z EPLi(X, z),

(3.19)

i=1

from which the intensity is
I(x, z) c

E(x, z)

= EToT(x,z)E* ToT(x, z).

(3.20)

We consider now the special case of interference between a single point source and a single

2

Recall that the MIT Holographic Video scheme is a 'Horizontal Parallax Only' system, so that every image is
composed of a vertical array of depth planes; within each depth plane an arbitrary distribution of point (or other)
sources is permitted, but the planes are fundamentally independent. Therefore, there is no y-dependence to be
accounted for in any field equation.
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The first two terms are constant; only the third term has a spatial dependence, and so substitution
of <bi and <2, evaluated at some (x, z), leads to that local intensity value.

3.5.3

Aliasing Considerations

Equation (3.21) is an expression for the intensity of an interference pattern, and is continuously
evaluable in the x-z plane; however, we are forced when computing holograms digitally to
choose discrete sampling points at which to determine actual values of the function. The

spatial frequency at which we do this must be chosen to match parameters of the eventual
display mechanism (for the MIT system, sampling occurs at 1im intervals). In accordance
with the Nyquist Sampling Theorem, this finite sampling frequency imposes a strict upper
limit on the spatial frequencies that may be present in the interference pattern. Specifically, no
part of a pattern whose 'pitch' exceeds half that of the sampling may be accurately included
or represented. For the MIT system, this means that no spatial frequencies higher than 500
cycles/mm (or 10007r rad/mm) can be tolerated.
Interference between a point source and a plane wave (which we will here formally recognize
as the reference beam for the holographic system) produces a pattern whose spatial frequency
varies greatly across the extent of the hologram. Both the angle of the reference beam and
the position of the point source determine the specific shape of the frequency-versus-position
curve, but in all cases this curve has a roughly paraboloid form, with the incidence of lowest
spatial frequency occurring at the point on the hologram intersected by the line through the point
source location in the direction of propagation of the plane wave. The principal property, then,
is that the frequency increases monotonically with radial distance from the 'zero-frequency'
location.
The tack that we will take to avoid introducing aliasing frequencies into our computed
holograms is simply to disallow further contribution to the overall pattern by each point source
beyond the location at which the spatial frequency passes the Nyquist limit. That is, if we can
determine the two positions on the hologram (now one-dimensional, in accordance with the
Horizontal-Parallax-Only flavor of the MIT system) at which the frequency becomes too high,
computing the pattern only between these bounds insures valid sampling (the zero-frequency
location is guaranteed to lie in this bounded region).
Returning now to Equation (3.21), and adding the further stipulations that the hologram

itself is one-dimensional and that it is positioned along the line z = 0 in the x-z plane, so that
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we can extract an expression for the instantaneous spatial frequency as a function of position,
by noting that the 'rate' at which the cosine goes through a full cycle is given by the 'rate' at
which its argument traverses 2r. Thus,
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This expression 3 may now be solved, given a point source at (xo, zo) and a plane wave
incident at an angle 0, for the two values of x to be used as the 'field contribution bounds' on
the hologram. That is, with the specification of an imposed maximum frequency

fm .

we can

solve

f() = fm .

(3.25)

for the desired values of x; by limiting the contribution of each of the point sources that comprise
our image to the range prescribed by an independent solution of the appropriate incarnation of
3

It is

instructive to note that changing the angle of the reference beam serves only to produce a 'vertical' shift

of the entire curve; i.e. a constant offset is added to the spatial frequency at each location. One other interesting
point is that, although we have claimed that the frequency curve is, at least around its minimum, roughly parabolashaped, Equation (3.24) is decidedly an odd function. The disparity may be resolved with the understanding
that the equation dispenses both positive and negative values of frequency. Although negative frequencies have
a certain utility and interpretation in spectral analysis, here it will suffice to regard them merely as describing the
same frequency as their absolute value.

Equation (3.25) and Equation (3.24) (i.e. with the particular values of xo and zo for the point
source in question), we insure proper sampling.

3.5.4 The Role of Point Sources
The point sources introduced in the preceding section, though possessed themselves of very
simple appearances, can be grouped together and arranged into very complex
The mathematics described here are the foundation of the part of the holographic rendering
process that generates interference patterns; several systems have been constructed (one written
in C and usable on any general-purpose serial computer, two written for the Connection Machine
to operate at high speeds) for the purpose of accepting lists of point sources, specified by their
location, amplitude, and phase, and generating a fringe pattern suitable for display on the MIT
Holographic Video System. These systems are not the topic of this work.
We are (at least in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5), however, interested in the development of
specific means for generating distributionsof point sources to be sent to the fringe-rendering
systems, in pursuit of specific visual goals.
Thus it should be understood that the material presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 refers
back implicitly to the interference pattern generation methods described in this chapter; thus it
should be expected that little will be said in those ensuing chapters about how the arrangements
of point sources produced by the newly reported systems come to be turned into input for the
MIT display.

Chapter 4
Occlusion Processing
4.1

The Nature of the Occlusion Phenomenon

We have thus far declined to address the actual nature of the occlusion process, as it truly
occurs and may (with proper care) be observed in the physical world. A full understanding is
now critical, however, because we must formulate an approach to modeling this phenomenon
that is appropriate to the electronic holography medium. In particular, the complexity of the
task will be determined by our decision to include or ignore various effects, which will in
turn be dependent on the relative importance of their contribution to the perception of realistic
occlusion.

4.1.1

Real Occlusion

When light scattered from an object toward a viewer or imaging system is partly blocked
by a second, interposed body, the field due to the first object that reaches the viewer differs
significantly from the field that would reach the viewer in the absence of the obstructing object.

If we imagine that second object to be black so that it scatters no light of its own (meaning,
therefore, that any light arriving at the observation location can be known to have originated at
the first object), accurate prediction or explanation of the resulting optical distribution at the
viewing location is possible only with diffraction.
Common sense (students of optics are exempted) might suggest that a completely absorbing
structure placed between the eye and the rest of an illuminated scene would result in perceiving
that scene intact except for a wholly darkened region defined precisely by the silhouette of the
obstructing material. In truth, it is found that some light will fall within the silhouette boundary;
this is the effect of diffraction, which causes deflection of light propagating close to the edge
of an obstacle.
There are two possibly 'familiar' configurations that produce visible evidence of the diffractive nature of occlusion. In the first, a diffraction-enthusiast places some object with a fairly
straight edge (a finger, a pen, etc.) a few centimeters from her eye and, focusing at infinity
(for best results) examines some other object, preferably with a pronounced surface detail or
texture, a foot or so distant. As the occluding object (close to the eye) is moved, a 'warping'
of the more distant part of the scene is perceived in the vicinity of the occluding object's edge,
such that, if the edge is advancing, surface details on the distant object will be stretched and
'drawn' to it instead of remaining motionless1 .
The second configuration is not descriptive of occlusion, as such, but merits brief discussion
as a diffraction effect that is slightly more conveniently observed. If a second, competing,
diffraction enthusiast looks toward a straight, opaque edge (ruler, knife, razor blade) that is just
occluding a small light source in an otherwise darkened environment (so that the viewer is in
the geometricalshadow of the edge), he will nonetheless observe a 'glint' of light, apparently
'Additionally, a focusing effect (of the deliberately defocused distant object) is visible in the region near the
edge, but this effect is attributable primarily to the occluding object's effective reduction of the aperture of the eye.

at the depth of the occluding edge, and located at the position along the edge closest to the line
between the eye and the light source.

4.1.2

The Model

Put quite directly, a geometric occlusion model is completely adequate for computation of
images to be displayed on the MIT Holographic Video System; we will decline to include the
'edge-fringing' effects of true diffraction-occlusion. It must be understood that computation of interference patterns using our chosen geometrical occlusion model results in an
'improper' representation of reality in some sense and constitutes a significant theoretical
compromise. What is important, however, is that this simplification does not result in a significant perceptual compromise. There are several factors that argue convincingly that this is
indeed the case:

System Geometry
The MIT Holographic Video System has a strongly constrained geometry, in that images
displayed on it can appear within a volume that is only two or three centimeters deep; at the
same time, the viewer must be positioned (for best effect) roughly an arm's length from this
image volume. We might reasonably argue, therefore, that we need only concern ourselves
with optical phenomena that occur under scale and geometrical circumstances corresponding to
those that prevail in the MIT system. Little experimentation is required to demonstrate that the
'warping' diffraction effect is essentially imperceptible for one object three feet from a viewer
and occluding a second object a few centimeters farther away.

Psychovisual Concerns
There is, additionally, a matter of appropriateness: often, the images presented on the MIT
system represent objects and scenes whose implied scale in the real world differs greatly from
their displayed scale. If we wish, for example, to view an image of an automobile on the MIT
device, is it fitting to produce the complex diffraction effects that arise for objects of millimeter
scale (implying that the image represents a very small car), or would we prefer to see optical
effects applicable to the 'genuine' scale of the object? If the goal of our work is to produce
images that come as close as possible to reality, then surely we must choose to generate all
phenomenon for the conditions suggested by the models that we seek to present, independent of
scaling (or any other) constraints imposed on the images by the particular nature of the display
used. If this is indeed to be our approach, then the geometrical considerations invoked in the
preceding paragraph apply here as well: the scale of diffractional occlusion phenomena around
the edges of an automobile is such that these phenomena are not only utterly insignificant
relative to the scale of the automobile, but also impossible to perceive at most of the distances
at which we tend to view automobiles.

Computational Complexity
The precise nature of the diffraction phenomenon is very complex. The calculation of diffracted
electromagnetic field distributions has occupied physicists for well over two hundred years,
and yet the repertoire of optical configurations for which it is now known how to calculate such
distributions is appallingly small. For the most part, these configurations are severe (scenes
composed only of flat, coplanar objects; diffractive occlusion by objects little more complex
that disks and rectangles; objects positioned 'infinitely' distant from the viewer; and so forth),
and are therefore unlikely to arise often in the 'realistic' arrangements of objects that interest

us. To be sure, recent developments in numerical methods has increased this repertoire greatly,
but, even if these numerical methods were sophisticated enough to handle the highly complex
distributions of objects in close proximity that we will use, it is certain that the computation
time required would be prohibitive.

Chromatic Considerations
Diffraction is a wavelength-dependent phenomenon. In general, light of longer wavelength
(toward the red end of the visible spectrum) is diverted more by diffraction around intervening
obstacles than is shorter wavelength (bluer) light. In the real world, objects and scenes are
illuminated with a collection of these wavelengths spanning the visible spectrum (and extending
beyond it, of course); any diffractive occlusion effects that humans routinely experience,
therefore, are the aggregate effect of the diffraction phenomenon occurring at a large continuum
of different wavelengths, and thereby at different scales. The perceived result is then an average
over this large range of scales and wavelengths. We are able to view images on the MIT display
only in monochromatic light.

4.1.3

The Expected Conclusion

In short, then, we might view occlusion as consisting of two components: a geometrically
defined 'shadowing' effect, familiar to everyone, and a secondary 'warping' effect (or 'glinting'
effect for rear illumination) visible on a very small scale around silhouette edges of occluding
objects under somewhat contrived viewing circumstances not especially familiar to the average
viewer. We expect, therefore, that our model of the phenomenon (which embraces only its
geometrical shadowing activity), while inaccurate in a strict optical sense, will capture the most
conspicuous features of the phenomenon. The 'warping' and 'glinting' elements of diffractive

occlusion will admittedly not be reproduced by our system, but in fact we expect, further, that
most viewers would not notice the absence of the 'secondary' occlusion effects.

4.2

Occlusion Processing

4.2.1

The Problem

The point sources of §3.5.4, arrayed somehow into three-dimensional shapes, are simultaneously
visible from all viewing locations. This is, in fact, highly reminiscent of the early days of
computer graphics (prior to the era of solid shading and surface occlusion, as discussed in
§2.3.1), when polyhedral objects were represented by lines along their edges. Each line was
drawn unconditionally, without respect to the hypothetical state of the visibility of the face to
which it belonged. The effect of this, in the least pernicious case, is the well-known illusion
in which the direction of rotation of a wireframe object is ambiguous; more likely, however, is
that the undiminished complexity of the object results in a jumbled, unrecognizable collection
of overlapping lines.
The solution discovered by computer graphicists of the day involved using each polygonal
face of each object (which were not themselves considered "visible", but whose edges form
the imaged dataset) as a geometric mask; this acts to eliminate from the displayed set all line
portions that are contained in the semipyramidal volume defined by the viewpoint and the
polygon edges and extending from the polygon backward (away from the viewer). In this
way, even though it is still the case that only the edges of objects are rendered, a convincing
illusion of solidity is effected, as if a collection of objects painted matte black but with luminous
edges were being viewed. Implicit in the preceding statement, however, is the most important
effect: that the lines form a recognizable image, interprable as a perspective projection of some

three-dimensional scene.
Synthetic holographic images composed similarly of polyhedrally-defined line segments
surely suffer from the same perception difficulties. Indeed, while there is a slight mitigation of
the jumbling effect through the addition of depth (the whole point, after all, of a holographic
approach), the amount of disambiguation afforded by the few degrees of 'look-around' available
from the MIT Holographic Video System is not nearly enough to compensate for the rampant
superimposition of lines. It was therefore desirable to develop a system which could perform the
three-dimensional analog of the single-viewpoint perspective projection occlusion processing
described above. That is, beginning with a scene description, the system would not only analyze
each component polyhedron into sets of point sources which well represent the scene when
imaged by the electronic holography system but also derived geometric masking effects from
the same geometric description in order to 'shadow' appropriate point sources from certain
viewing locations.
We supply now the details of a successful implementation of such a system, dubbed'OccFilt'
as an amalgam of Occlusion Filter.

4.2.2

Environment and Interface

The OccFilt system was built as an extention to and layered on top of an existing computer
graphics system called RenderMatic2 in an attempt to avoid reimplementing all of the object
instancing, storage, and manipulation routines that would prove necessary tools.
The general paradigm for use of OccFilt involves using calls to the RenderMatic library
to read in the objects that will appear in the scene and to perform subsequent geometric
2RenderMatic

is a complete polygon-based rendering system implemented at the MIT Media Laboratory
primarily by David Chen.

manipulations (i.e. translations, rotations, and scalings) on these objects in order to coax
them into the desired locations, orientations, and sizes. This is, strictly speaking, all of the
functionality that is required of RenderMatic; from that point, the OccFilt system is able to
access all necessary information by traversing the internal structures built by RenderMatic
as representations of the transformed objects. Calls to a sequence of routines in the OccFilt
system accomplish the actual work of segmenting the objects into representative point sources
and then limiting the contributions of these sources to regions on the hologram through which
they should be 'visible', as determined by occlusion calculations. The positions of all generated
point sources and their associated visibility regions are then written in any of a variety of formats
to an optionally-specified file. An important point is that the OccFilt system does not itself
compute the fringe patterns arising from the points sources it creates; it is assumed that some
other program is capable of executing the actual holographic interference simulation, and that
this program accept as its scene description the output from OccFilt.
A benefit of the close association between the OccFilt and RenderMatic systems is that
the sequence of RenderMatic calls used to set up objects in a scene for holographic occlusion
processing is no different from the sequence that would be used to prepare for a traditional twodimensional rendering. Therefore, by specifying to RenderMatic a viewpoint corresponding
the middle of the intended holographic viewing zone, a single call to one last RenderMatic
routine3 produces a computer graphics rendition of the scene. If certain quality concessions are
specified in advance to the renderer, the process of generating the associated two-dimensional
view can be very rapid indeed. If a scene is being constructed from component polyhedral
objects, this provides a fleet means of 'previewing', so that modifications to the arrangement
based on its rendered appearance can be made in a fraction of the time necessary to perform

3

named, eponymously, 'RenderMatico'

both the occlusion calculation and the fringe generation in order to view the image in its true
three-dimensional form. Similarly, the advantage can be exercised in the case that a disposition
of objects is being prepared but the MIT Holographic Video System is unavailable for timely
viewing of the construction in progress.

4.2.3

Details Concerning OccFilt

The following synopsis should provide an adequate understanding of the algorithm implemented
to perform occlusion in the OccFilt system; the reader interested in the fine details of the system
should consult Appendix A.

GENERATING POINT REPRESENTATIONS OF POLYHEDRA WITH OCCLUSION

1. Extraction of Point Sources. The edges of each polyhedral object are considered in turn;
each edge is 'discretized' into a set of point sources, one or more in each scanplane 4
through which the edge passes (Figure 4.1. Any object or part of an object lying
completely above the highest scanplane or completely below the lowest is immediately
discarded and contributes no point sources to the image. See
2. Immediate Culling of Distant Points. A test is administered to each point generated in
the preceding step to insure that it falls within an 'accessible' region of its scanplane
(one whose contribution to the aggregate field in that scanplane can be meaningfully
considered). Any point failing the test is banished forever.
3. Y-Sorting of Polyhedra. A bounding volume is calculated for each polyhedron; at each
scanplane a list is built of all objects the top of whose bounding volumes fall between
that and the next lower scanplane.
4While

the MIT Holographic Video system is scanned like most modem cathode-ray-tube-based imaging

schemes, application of the term 'scanline' to a system which offers a continuum of depth at every vertical

position is demeaning. In lieu of this incommodious nomenclature, then, we offer scanplane.

4. Extraction of Obstructor Masks. At each scanplane, the list of objects accumulated in the
foregoing step (and all objects belonging to previous, higher scanplanes which are still
active, i.e. not wholly above the current scanplane) is examined. In this step, the faces
(instead of the edges) of each prospective polyhedron are intersected with the current
scanplane, as shown in Figure 4.2. The resulting line segments (called obstructormasks)
are collected into separately maintained lists also belonging to the scanplane.
5. Execution of Occlusion. Every point source is considered against every obstructor mask
which lies in the same scanplane. For each mask which lies at least partly in front of
the point in question, a projection of the mask (using the point source as the projection
singularity) onto the holographic plane is formed; each projection thus derived is appended to a list associated with that point source. Once all masks have been exhausted
for one point, any overlapping, concurrent, and 'endpoint-contiguous' projections are
compacted or concatenated to form, for that point, the shortest complete sequence of
occluded regions. See Figure 4.3
6. Discarding of Fully Occluded Points. Each point is examined to determine if a single
continuous projected occlusion segment extends up to or past the bounds of the eventual
hologram itself; in every such case, the point is not visible through any part of the
hologram, and so may be wholly discarded.
7. Output. Each scanplane is traversed in turn; the x- and z- location, amplitude, and phase,
of each point along with an inverted version of the projected occlusion segment lists is
written to a file.

4.3

Results

A large number of images has been produced using the OccFilt system and reconstructed on
the MIT display; each has exhibited correct occlusion effects as intended.
5 'inverted'

in the sense that it is converted from a specification of the occluded regions of the hologram to
a specification of the corresponding interstitial or unoccluded regions, as required by the interference patterngenerating software

Figure 4.1: Extraction of point sources: the intersection of all of the edges of a polyhedral
model determines the location of point sources that will be used as a wireframe representation
of the model.

Figure 4.2: Extraction of obstructor masks: the intersection of a polyhedral model's faces with
each scanplane defines a set of segments which describe the object's opacity.

Occluded
regionsof
hologram

Point source

Obstructor
masks

Figure 4.3: Execution of occlusion: the geometric projection of the obstructor masks from
the point source location is used to define regions of hologram which will receive no field
contribution from the point source.

One of the most striking images created thus far is also the most geometrically simple: the
'Tumbling Cubes' sequence (two views of which are shown in Figure 4.4) presents an animated
series of frames, each depicting a group of three cubes in mutual occultation, rotating together
about a common center. Despite the rudimentary wireframe representation of the objects,
the sense of tangibility is quite powerful, and is unquestionably sustained by the occlusion
phenomenon. The success of this image is further borne out by comparison with an earlier
animation showing a rotating cube, generated without occlusion before the OccFilt system had
been completed. Even with the depth cues (convergence, accommodation) provided by true
three-dimensional reconstruction on the MIT display, the image was still susceptible to the
'ambiguous rotation direction' illusion, in which the viewer may be successively convinced
that the object is rotating in the opposite direction or is intermittently alternating its direction
of rotation.
Another noteworthy image shows the wireframe body of a Volkswagen (Figure 4.5). The
model was selected both for its complexity and for its historical significance (the polygonal
model was built by the graduate students of Ivan Sutherland at the University of Utah, long
before CAD/CAM systems had appeared, by performing painstaking plumb-line measurements
on Sutherland's own car, which had been rolled into the lab and covered with a regular grid of
masking tape for that purpose; it has been a favorite 'test object' ever since). A strong sense of
three-dimensionality is conveyed in this image by the interplay between parallax and occlusion:
because 'backface culling' has been deliberately disabled, the front and back sides of polygons
are displayed (where not occluded), and so certain more distant portions of the automobile are
clearly visible through its windshield. As the viewer moves laterally within the view zone,
these farther parts (a fender and door) have unmistakable parallax with respect to the framing
windshield, but also disappear properly (behind either the roof or the Teutonically-positioned
front luggage hold) when they reach the windshield's edges.

An image of a champagne glass displays similarly arresting parallax: with its vertical stemaxis just slightly tipped forward, translation of the viewer causes an unignorable 'sliding'
between the front and back edge of the lip.
Finally, an image of the fictive starship Enterprise demonstrates the need for occlusion. With
nearly three thousand point sources representing hundreds of polygons, its structure as displayed
after occlusion processing is nonetheless clearly visible (although some of the polygons are
small enough that the point sources that represent them are in sufficient proximity to form a
kind of continuum; see Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.4: Two views from the three-dimensional 'Tumbling Cubes' animation, as
displayed with occlusion on the MIT Holographic Video System.

Figure 4.5: A lamentably two-dimensional image of the three-dimensional reconstruction of
wireframe presentation of a Volkswagen database, with occlusion processing, displayed on the
MIT Holographic Video System. Note that the passenger's-side fender and door are visible
through the windshield, but disappear behind the hood and forward luggage compartment.
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Figure 4.6: A view from a three-dimensional image of the starship Enterprise, with occlusion,
as displayed on the MIT Holographic Video System.
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Chapter 5
Dense-Point Surface Approximation
Thus far, we have seen that point sources can be grouped together into line segments. These
segments, displayed on the MIT Holographic Video System, do not appear to be perfectly
continuous1 , but the OccFilt system employs them as representations of edges of polyhedrallydefined objects which, after the further occlusion-processing activity of OccFilt, are quite
adequately and understandably represented. However, the objects thereby created cannot, upon
display, reasonably be mistaken for reality.
If we recognize the course of our pursuit of imaging techniques for electronic holographic
display as a fairly close analog of the ordered series of developments in the field of threedimensional computer graphics, it becomes obvious that the question 'What do we pursue after
mastering wireframe representations?' must be answered with 'solid shading of surfaces!'.
We therefore seek an adequate means of representing such solidity and modeling its visual

'Our method of populating segments with any vertical component involves specification of but a single point,
at the location of intersection of the idealized line with the current scanplane; the scanplanes have both a physical
and an assumed separation, so that, in general, points in different scanplanes (different discretized y-coordinates)
do not quite abut, horizontally or vertically.

appearance under illumination of various sorts. It is tempting, of course, to begin thinking
immediately about complex, physically-accurate ways of modeling real-world surfaces, but let
us, like a student painter with a fixed palette, discover whether the primitives already available
to us can extend their representationalpower (as discussed in Chapter 2) to include more
sophisticated renderings: Can we build surfaces out of discrete points?

5.1

Approximating Continuity with Multiplicity

Real-world surfaces, interacting with and scattering light, do so in a continuous manner, so that
the global appearance that we perceive has contributions from (generally) every infinitesimal
location on the microstructure of the surface. We may dispute the necessity of modeling
a surface as truly continuous, however: the MIT system has certain resolution limitations
imposed on it by the concerted effect of all its real-world, non-ideal components; in particular,
the system will be unable to focus light into a locus smaller than some minimum 2 . At the
same time, the human visual system has its own limitations; on the average, humans are unable
to resolve discrete sources of light closer than roughly one minute of arc (or a few microns,
measured on the retina). Thus it seems reasonable to conclude that, if an image displayed
on the MIT system contained enough point sources arranged sufficiently close together, the
spaces between them would be imperceptible and the aggregate of the points, if assigned the
correct individual intensities, could appear as a continuous surface. This chapter reports results
obtained from acting on that hypothesis.
2Even

if the system were constructed from perfect, textbook-ideal components, there would still be a minimum
focus size, thanks to diffraction limiting and other fundamental processes. Of course, this minimum would still
be smaller than that imposed by MIT's realization of the system.

5.1.1

Density Tests

In order to determine the linear density at which point sources in proximity could no longer be
individually distinguished, and therefore the packing density necessary to simulate continuity
and solidity of a surface, a series of test images was generated. The images contained six
distinct square planar regions, each positioned laterally at the center of the imaging volume
(so that each would be horizontally as close as possible to paraxialin the system, in order to
maximize resolution and minimize aberration-distortions of the system's various lenses). The
squares were placed at three different depths, and were oriented with their normals parallel
to the optic axis, so that the angle subtended by the inter-point-source spacing at the viewer's
position would be maximized.
Each square was six millimeters wide; the linear point density used to represent each was
increased by a factor of two in successive images. The final optical component in the MIT
Holographic Video System, a vertically-diffusing holographic optical element placed in the
vertical focus plane of the system (see [13] for a discussion of the role of this HOE)3 , had a
perceptible effect on the test results for lower packing densities. To the extent that the results
differ with and without the presence of this optic, both states are recorded; however, during
normal operation of the system the HOE is present. Therefore, the most relevant conclusions
should be drawn from the set of observations made through this final element.

Test Results
1.25 points/mm: With or without the vertically-diffusing HOE, the points are quite easily
3

In short, the HOE serves to increase the limits of the angular view zone in the vertical dimension; without it,

it is not even possible to see all of the scanplanes simultaneously. In principle, the element has no effect on the
horizontal propagation of light and therefore on the quality of the image. In practice, however, the structure of the
HOE results in a slight degradation of resolution in the horizontal direction.

resolvable.
2.5 points/mm: Without the HOE, the individual points can still be made out. With the HOE
the inter-point spaces cannot be recognized, but there is still a clearly discernible regular
structure.
5 points/mm: With the HOE in place, the slight increase in horizontal size of each point is
enough to deliver an acceptable sensation of continuum. Without the HOE, however,
unacceptable regular structure is present.
10 points/mm: Removal of the HOE no longer significantly affects the visual quality of the
display: solidity is very apparent. However, a small amount of speckle is visible across
the surface. The speckle is 'HPO' (Horizontal Parallax Only) in nature, like the system.
20 points/mm: Solidity is maintained. The speckle is more noticeable, and, in addition, fine
vertical striations are dimly visible superimposed on the surface.
40 points/mm: The vertical striations are now quite distinct, and can be seen to be regularly
spaced. It is believed that these are the 'retrace intervals' of the incoming electronic
signal (see [12]).
80 points/mm: The vertical lines are more prominent still. A new artifact is present as well:
a diagonal band of diminished intensity that 'wipes' vertically across the surface as the
viewer moves laterally in the view zone.
160 points/mm: The striations are now fully formed, sharply focused black regions in the
image. The wiping band, meanwhile, is increased in severity so that for two separate
ranges of viewer position (to the left and right of center) the entire stack of squares is
obliterated, and then reappears as the viewer attains either extreme position.

320 points/mm: The wiping is now catastrophic, so that the image is visible only when the
viewer is centered in front of the display; all other view locations yield a vanished image.

Analysis and Correction of Image-Destroying Artifacts
The 'wiping' band experienced for the higher point densities is immediately suggestive of
the far-field diffraction pattern of an coherently-illuminated rectangular aperture: a viewer
moving in front of just such a [distant] assembly would see a variation in intensity, from
its maximum on-axis through regularly-spaced, alternating 'zeroes' of no intensity and 'side
lobes' of intensity less than that on-axis. Although a viewer examining images displayed on
the MIT system is by no means in the far field (so that we would not expect a perfect sin(x)/x
distribution), the situation is analogous. Just as in phased-array radar, our test patterns are
composed of discrete, regularly spaced sources; with equal phase assigned to each source, we
expect a maximum field intensity to be directed straight ahead. Further, the scaling behavior
corresponds both to the rectangular aperture and to the phased-array case: as the spacing of the
sources is made smaller (or as the width of the aperture is decreased), the diffracted, sinc-like
pattern increases in width.
This suggests that the problem may be addressed by de-phasing the individual sources
(corresponding, in the case of the far-field diffraction, to the addition of a diffusing screen or
'phase randomizer' in the plane of the aperture. A test pattern was subsequently prepared using
the same point spacing as in the worst earlier case (320 points/mm), but with the phase of each
point source randomly selected as a uniform deviate between 0 and 27r. The resulting image
had none of the artifacts of its predecessor; no banding or view-angle-dependent diminution of
image intensity was visible4 . The corrected test was, in fact, almost indistinguishable from the
4

A second corrected image was obtained by allowing all the point sources to retain their identical phase while

'5 points/mm' test, with the exception of a slight increase in the contrast of the speckle pattern.
The problem of speckle as a detriment to an imaging system is rather more difficult to
correct, and will not be addressed in this document. We can minimize the conspicuousness of
its appearance, however, by maintaining as small a point source density as will still provide
continuous-looking surfaces (5 points/mm if use of the vertically-diffusing HOE is intended,
or 10 points/mm otherwise).

5.2

Implementation

The success of the density tests implies that construction of a system which modeled solid
surfaces as collections of closely-packed point sources might be a fruitful endeavor. It was
desired that such a system proceed from (at least as a first step) the same polyhedral object
models used in the image renderings to that time. With the complete implementation of the
point-based occlusion processor (OccFilt) available, it happened that a simplistic surfacepopulating and -shading algorithm was within relatively easy reach.

5.2.1

Populating Polygons

Among the computational structures filled in during the operation of the OccFilt system is
one repesenting occluding segments, called the DepthEdge structure. It is derived from the
underlying polyhedral object model by performing an intersection of each component polygon
with all applicable scanplanes. The resulting line segments are considered obstructormasks,
and are geometric representations of optical barricades, preventing light from point sources
'jittering' the position of each point relative to its original, regularly spaced location. There is no perceptible
difference between the image produced in this way and that made with random phase assignment

located behind them from reaching the hologram.
The DepthEdge structures, however, know nothing of their originally intended use, and so
they may be just as well exploited as the object representation itself. That is, instead of dividing
the edges which delineate and divide polygons on the objects' surfaces into point sources which
in turn serve as a 'sparse' portrayal of the object, it is the DepthEdge segments themselves,
lying in the x-z plane, which are populated with point sources; this difference is demonstrated
in Figure 5.1 In essence, the analog of computer graphics scan conversion has been effected,
and the result is, naturally, a much more space-filling rendering.

5.2.2

Shading

Once the points that represent an entire polygon have been extracted, it is possible to apply
to them an acceptably realistic shading model. That is, without worrying about complex
scattering functions and the microstructure of various surfaces (as will be done in Chapter 4),
a simple further extension of our existing system makes instantly available a fairly elaborate
and well-conceived surface shading scheme. In particular, because the shading system, as
derived from OccFilt, is still intimately linked to the RenderMatic system, an assortment of
useful geometric information regarding the polyhedral objects from which the point sources
have been derived is accessible. Especially useful are the supplied polygon normals; these can
either be assigned uniformly to all point sources within the same polygon or (using additionally
a normal at each polygon vertex that is a weighted average of the conventional normals of
all polygons meeting at that vertex) can be interpolated across the polygon5 so that shading
varies smoothly around the polyhedron, without regard to individual polygon boundaries. and
so a customized implementation of any of the several computer graphics shading/illumination
5This

is known as Phong Shading.

Figure 5.1: Polyhedral representation by intersection of its edges with scanplanes vs. by
intersection of its faces with scanplanes.
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models is possible.
For the purposes of demonstration of the concept, the very standard illumination model
described in §2.3.2, comprising an ambient, a diffuse, and a specular term, has been built into
the solid shading extension to OceFilt.

5.2.3

Occlusion

These solid-shading procedures are embedded within and based on the OccFilt system, which
is intended to perform occlusion calculations for a point source description of a scene. Indeed,
the point sources generated by the shading extension could be passed back to the main part of
OccFilt, and would be individually processed with obstructor masks extracted from the same
scene description. However, this would prove completely infeasible for any but the simplest
scene arrangements: OccFilt was designed to handle point source distributions resulting from
edge-based representations of polyhedral objects; polygon-based decompositions (as performed
by the solid shading extensions) generally result in at least two to three orders of magnitude
more point sources than the corresponding edge-based decomposition. Thus, the 0(n 2 ) pointobstructor mask comparisons performed during occlusion processing would proliferate beyond
the ability of contemporary computers to reasonably manage the task.
Although solid-shaded scenes presented without occlusion would be far less confusing and
uninterprable to a viewer than would the same scene presented in 'wireframe' style (because
of the continuity cues afforded by the continuous shading), it is still possible to do better than
'no occlusion'; and so the current implementation employs two simple schemes.
The first of these is another trick borrowed from the well-trodden field of computer graphics,
and is called backface culling. Quite simply, any polygon (for holographic solid shading, that
means 'all the point sources generated by that polygon') whose surface normal forms an angle

greater than ninety degrees with the vector from the viewer's position to the location of the
polygon is discarded, as it 'faces away' from the viewer 6 . This is demonstrated in Figure
5.2. The assumption made by this method is that all the polyhedral models treated by it are
topologically closed, so that the view of any such 'backfacing' polygon must be blocked by the
front part of the same object. This method will in general dispose of roughly half of all point
sources in a scene.
The second approach likewise makes the assumption of topologically closed models, and
involves limiting the region of the hologram to which all point sources derived from a single
polygon may contribute, based on the point of intersection of the plane of that polygon with
the hologram plane. Specifically, an initial RunExtent is immediately attached to each point
source in its SegmentedPoint structure at the time of its creation. This RunExtent specifies
occlusion from the appropriate edge of the hologram to the abovementioned intersection point.
In this way, polygons which are almost coplanar with the normal to the hologram will be visible
for a viewer positioned 'above' that polygon, as shown in Figure 5.3 (because the 'supporting'
region of hologram was allowed to receive a contribution from the polygon's points), but the
points are guaranteed to 'disappear' at the correct position in the viewer's translation in front
of the image (when the viewer moves beyond the boundary defined by the polygon's plane), as
in Figure 5.4.
Together, these two techniques constitute for the context of??the precise analog of backface
culling alone

6

0f course, by the holographic nature of the image there will be a range of 'viewer positions'; the approach
taken by the solid-shading extensions to OccFilt is to perform the test twice, once with each lateral extreme of the
viewing zone representing the 'viewer position'. Only if both applications of the test call for culling (indicating
that the front side of the polygon is not visible from any position within the viewing zone) will the polygon be
discarded.

Figure 5.2: Backface culling.

Region of no contribution

Region of contribution

Figure 5.3: Simple occlusion processing: a viewer looking toward the front face of the polygon
will see it, because the viewer looks toward a 'supported' region of the hologram.

Region of no contribution

Region of contribution

Figure 5.4: Simple occlusion processing: a viewer looking toward the presumably occluded
back face of the polygon will not be able to see it, because the portion of the hologram that
would have represented that view of the polygon remained 'unsupported'.

5.2.4 Psychovisual Adjustments
The human visual system is sensitive to something like the logarithm of the optical intensity
impinging on the retina; thus, in order for a range of intensities to appear evenly (linearly)
distributed, a range that is actually exponentially distributed must be presented to the eye. The
electronics that drives some CRTs (Cathode Ray Tubes) automatically performs this conversion,
transforming an input signal that is assumed to be linearly distributed in perceived intensity
into a driving signal that is exponentially distributed in physical intensity.
Computer graphics programs take this disparity into account, tacitly and passively, in going
about their illumination calculations; all color values and light source intensities are bandied
about in linearly-distributed terms, just as it is intended that they will be discerned by human
observers7 .
The same luxury of disregard is not afforded us when calculating interference patterns for
electronic holographic display on the MIT system, however. The amplitudes of the point sources
involved in creating fringes must be the actual amplitudes that are intended to be presented to
the viewer. Thus, after computer graphics methods have been used to determine the desired
[linearly distributed] intensities of each point source, an exponential transformation must be
explicitly applied. (As the numbers produced during shading were assumed to be intensity
values, but interference calculations require amplitude values, a 'square-rooting' operation is
required; this can be incorporated into the exponentiation operation as a multiplicative factor
of I.)

7

Occasionally a process called gamma correction is applied to the output values, in anticipatory compensation
for misadjustments of the monitor on which the image will be displayed. This has the effect of changing the shape
of the exponential curve that will eventually dictate intensity perception of the displayed image. Specifically, if the
monitor should receive a driving signal distributed as e- but its electronics transform the linear input according
to e0, then application in software of a preconditioning factor of e0" with -y=_ a- will result in the correct
output.

5.2.5

Experimental Results

The same polygonal Volkswagen database displayed in wireframe guise was rendered using
the new modifications to the OccFilt system. Each point was assigned an intensity at the time
of its extraction from the underlying model; the value was computed using the model given by
Equation (2.1) and Figure 2.1, with a viewpoint assigned at the center of the expected viewing
zone. Point sources were packed at an approximate density of ten per millimeter across the
represented surface. An interference pattern was then calculated using a simple version of the
fringe-generating software that permits specification, per point, of constant amplitude, phase,
and location only.
The resulting image (shown in Figure 5.5) is certainly the most 'believable' to have been
displayed on the system to that time: the shading varies smoothly over the surface of the
model, which appears continuous and unbroken. A light source (and its location relative to the
Volkswagen) is very clearly implied by the diffuse component of the computed illumination.
Although explicit occlusion calculations were not performed on each point (as discussed above),
the topological simplicity of the model resulted in excellent visual success of the straightforward
backface culling operation that was performed on the model's polygons before point-extraction.
There is almost no occurrence of visibility of surfaces that should be occluded. All in all, the
image has the visual 'feel' of something close to a computer graphic rendering, except that the
full dimensionality of its structure is exceedingly evident. In the end, it is sometimes possible
to convince oneself of the physical presence of a small, laser-illuminated object (though the
relative visual unfamiliarity of laser illumination surely renders such a judgement less critical).
The 'coincident point' shading imperfection discussed below in §5.2.6 is almost imperceptible; only along the roof of the vehicle is a prominent remnant of the underlying polygon
structure visible. The 'horizontal speckle' structure reported in §5.1.1 is also apparent in the

image of the Volkswagen, with roughly the same feature scale and contrast as that of the
'ten-per-millimeter' test squares. However, the effect is subjectively less conspicuous in the
present case; this is likely attributable to the complexity and orientation of the model in the
image: while the test squares were (by definition) rectilinear and wholly aligned with the strict
horizontal disposition of the speckle, the automobile was rotated on several axes and was,
further, composed of curved surfaces. Thus no feature of the Volkswagen model was aligned or
could be correlated with the horizontal axis, along which the speckle is constrained to appear.

Figure 5.5: A single view of the reconstructed, fully-shaded Volkswagen database, displayed
on the MIT Holographic Video System.

5.2.6

Failures of the Model

There are a number of shortcomings of the primitive shading system described above.
The first is that the shading processing performed is partially erroneous; the specular component of the intensity expression (Equation 2.1) is necessarily highly dependent on the viewer's
position. During the 'shading' computation, a viewer positioned at the center of the hologram's view zone is assumed, and so calculations are based on that average value. This means
that a specular highlight will not move across the surface as the viewer's position shifts; it
remains forever in one position on the object as if 'painted' there. More generally, a difficulty
arises because any shading implemented by quasi-judicious assignment of amplitude to a point
source cannot possibly account for position-dependent effects: once the assignment is made,
the interference calculations are performed with that constant value; because a point source
radiates uniformly in all directions, the intensity distribution is fixed at the location of the
surface. Thus, any more complex shading model which takes into account specific additional
direction-dependent material properties is destined to fail.
The second problem stems from the computer memory use required by the method. While
the structures and procedures used by the OccFilt system have been carefully designed to
be small and efficient, and do indeed perform well during their intended use as occlusion
processors for edge-derived object representations, they are too general and large for the
kind of proliferation that occurs in the solid-shading extensions. Scenes of complexity large
enough to be visually satisfying generate so many point sources, each stored in a separate
SegmentedPoint structure, that available computer memory can be exhausted.

Similarly,

the system is improperly streamlined for the multitude of point sources generated simply as a
matter of course: clearly, a more general implementation capable of handling scenes of adequate
complexity will have to embrace the the paradigm of 'temporally local data' adopted in many

recent computer graphics renderers. The flow of information and order of computation in such
an approach is designed so that processing proceeds independently on each piece of information.
Therefore, after each primitive (polygon, spline, point source, etc.) has been accounted for
it may be discarded, with the guarantee that no subsequent calculation will require access to
it.In this way, models and scenes of arbitrarily large complexity may be accommodated with
the expected correspondingly increase in processing time but with no risk of the amount of
memory required growing beyond predictable and acceptable bounds.
A small visual imperfection of this solid-shading technique is an occasionally-visible polygon edge, perceived as a line segment lying in the surface but at a slightly greater intensity
than the surrounding region. This is a result of the way in which the point sources used to
represent the surface are extracted from the polygons which define that surface: because 'scan
conversion' of each polygon happens without knowledge of, and independently from, every
other polygon, the inter-point spacing that is in general maintained cannot be guaranteed across
inter-polygon boundaries. In the worst case, processing of two adjacent polygons may result
in the same [shared] polygonal edge contributing a point source twice (once for each polygon).
If the same phase is assigned to each point, the doubled-point-source location on the surface
will have a resulting intensity four times greater than that of its neighborhood. If, however, a
randomly assigned phase for each point source is requested (as in the case of the Volkswagen
rendering), the effect is significantly mitigated: on the average, any doubled point will have an
intensity

times greater than its single counterparts.

Finally, the inability of this approach to effect accurate occlusion is perhaps its most blatantly
evident failing. If a single, predominantly convex object is to be imaged, the effect is quite
acceptable, but with any number of disjoint objects the imperfection becomes acute: backface
culling has no facility for performing occlusion of one object by another. The algorithm by
which occlusion is achieved for the sparser edge-based point source representation is wholly
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unsuitable under the much more numerous circumstances of solid shading.

5.3

Anisotropic Radiators

The play of optical highlights across a surface as a viewer moves in front of it represents a
subtle yet powerful depth cue; particularly in the case of very smooth surfaces whose lack
of textural detail might otherwise foil the usually-prevalent depth cue of convergence, the
presence of a location-dependent light source 'glint' reflected from the surface provides an
'anchor point' to which the viewer's eyes may affix. Under more general circumstances,
in which the specular highlights are not wholly responsible for the disambiguation of depth
relationships, their specific appearance also embodies information about the material identity
of the surface. Wide highlights imply very different optical properties than do small, tight ones;
a large contribution to the overall intensity of a surface by the specular highlight component,
similarly, describes a different surface than does a small contribution.
The importance of such 'viewer-location dependent' optical phenomena, then, makes the
failure to include these effects of the solid-shading system described in the first part of this
chapter a serious failure indeed. Although the images rendered with this 'stationary-specular'
scheme offer an unequivocally large improvement in image realism over their wireframe
predecessors, the fundamental character of correct specular effects urged further refinement of
our surface generating abilities.

5.3.1

The Approach

All the images generated before this point in the research, no matter how complex, had relied on
the rudimentary radiating point source for their construction. These point sources, introduced

and developed throughout §3.5, are characterized primarily by their vanishingly small physical
extent and the property that a single such source appears to be of equal intensity from every
viewing position. Specifically, we know that the field observed by a hologram located in the
z = 0 plane and due to a point source at location (xo, zo) (adapting from Equation (3.17)) is

E(x) = E o

2

(x

-

Xo)

2

2

+Z 0
+ Z02

.(xx)

The currently salient feature of this expression is the constant nature of E0, the quantity that
determines the amplitude of the resulting quasi-sinusoidal pattern.
We naturally inquire what the effect of a spatially dependent Eo would be: what is the
reconstructed appearance of a wavefront
e- 3

E(x) = Eo(x, z) e

k v(x-*o)2+zo2

(x - xo) 2 + z0 2

whose amplitude changes with the position of its observation? Surely, the answer depends very
much on the form of Eo(x, z). If, for example, Eo(x) = Eo(x, z

= Zhao)

is a function that

varies rapidly and nonperiodically, then at the regularly spaced x-values at which the fringe
pattern is computed the samples of Eo(x) will appear little different from noise, and little if any
structure will be apparent upon reconstruction of the hologram.
If, on the other hand, Eo(x) is defined to vary continuously and smoothly on the scale of
the hologram sampling, might we not expect a reconstructed image that appears as a single
luminous locus in space (like our usual point sources), but whose intensity varies with the
position of the viewer?
If this turned out to be the case, then we would indeed be able to represent surfaces properly

shaded with a full 'ambient, diffuse, specular' illumination model, simply by assigning to
each point source an amplitude function Eo(x) representing that shading model calculation,
evaluated for the position on the object's surface represented by the point source and carried
out at each of the hologram sample locations. These variably-intense sources we would call
'anisotropically radiating point sources' or 'anisotropic point sources'.

5.3.2

Preliminary Tests

In order to determine the empirical validity of our proposed formulation of sources with
position-dependent intensity, it was first necessary to add a series of extensions to an existing
serial-computer 'fringe-renderer'. These augmentations provided support for simply-defined
examples of anisotropic point sources as defined above; specifically, functionality was added so
that the user could specify a different amplitude at the two extremes of the range of contribution
of a particular point source. The amplitudes for intervening sample points were then linearly
interpolated between the two endpoint values.
Preparation of several rudimentary test images followed: each displayed three vertical lines
(composed simply of single, aligned point sources at each scanplane) at the same depth; the
two exterior lines were composed of normal point sources but were defined to have different
amplitudes. The interior line was constructed with anisotropic point sources, and was specified
to vary between amplitudes equal to those of the outlying lines as the viewer moved between
the extremes of the viewing zone.
The images, upon reconstruction, behaved as had been hoped: as the viewer moved from the
leftmost visible position to the rightmost, the apparent brightness of the middle line changed
smoothly from that of its left neighbor to that of its right neighbor. Importantly, the anisotropic
line also appeared to be coplanar with the two outside lines, as it had been defined to be, and

remained spatially stationary as the viewpoint changed. The concern that the phase distortion
of the anisotropic field implicitly caused by its amplitude variation might shift the apparent
location of the reconstructed point was thus invalidated.

5.3.3

Implementation

With the experimental verification of the 'anisotropically radiating point source' concept came
the decision to encapsulate this new functionality, in as general a manner as possible, in a set
of extensions to the existing software; two such primary modifications would prove necessary.

Point Source Extraction
The first alteration was yet a further change to the serial-computer OccFilt system (already
modified to produce lists of polygon-populating points, as in §5.2.1) so that, in addition to
the three-space location, amplitude, and phase normally associated with each point source, a
local surface normal is calculated for the polygon at the location represented by that extracted
point. The user may elect either to receive 'constant' polygon normals (which are calculated
from the defining plane equation of each polygon alone and therefore do not vary from point
source to point source within the same polygon) or to receive 'interpolated' normals (which
are interpolated across the polygon in order to provide a continuous, 'rounded' distribution of
normals for the object as a whole, and which therefore vary from one point source to the next
within the same polygon).
The non-constant normal determination technique used for each polygon is essentially an
implementation of so-called Phong interpolation,which proceeds as follows: first, averaged
normals are calculated at each polygon vertex by normalizing the sum of the pure (isolated,
individual) normals of each of the polygons that shares that vertex. When the intersection

of a polygon with the current scanplane is performed, an 'extreme normal is generated for
each endpoint of the resulting segment as a linear interpolation of the averaged vertex normals
belonging to the two termini of the edge containing the endpoint. Finally, as a set of point
sources is produced from the scanplane-polygon intersection segment, each point source is
assigned a normal that is calculated as a linear interpolation of the two segment endpoint
normals, based on the fractional distance of the new point along the segment.
Finally, the resulting point sources are written to a file, scanplane by scanplane; each is
represented as a threespace coordinate, an amplitude, a phase, and the new three-component
normal vector (whether constant or interpolated).

Fringe Pattern Generation
Our work so far has not required us to consider the specific means used to calculate the
interference patterns that are eventually fed to the MIT Holographic Video System; until now
we have tacitly assumed (and known) that there existed some system capable of accepting
large collections of simply-described point sources (comprising the usual position, amplitude,
and phase specification, and an optionally-enumerated list of valid contribution regions, as
used for occlusion-processed scenes) and using basic superposition properties to generate a
synthetic fringe pattern. This system is no longer entirely adequate to our needs, however, as
it allows only for a single, constant assignment of amplitude per point, while our anisotropic
point sources demand that the amplitude vary from one sample location to the next.
To accommodate this new requirement properly, an entirely new Connection Machine-based
'fringe renderer' was written8 . The new system generalizes the process of fringe generation in
8

1t could easily have been constructed atop the existing Connection Machine software, but it is moments of
need like this one that give us the opportunity to 'start anew' and, with the benefit of backward-looking wisdom,
do things correctly...

such a way that the simple, constant-amplitude-and-phase point sources encountered thus far
can be represented simply as a specific optional configuration of the defining parameters.
In particular, the generalization depends on the notion of using functions as variables and
as arguments to other functions. In the new fringe calculation system, each point source is
defined not only by its 'constant' attributes (i.e. position), but also by a set of functions, cited
by the user, that specify how other attributes are to be determined. When the field contribution
from a particular point source is to be calculated, then, its threespace position is passed to
the contribution routine along with the names of functions that will be used to derive various
other values, including (for example) the amplitude at each sample point. There are in general
several different functions available for computation of each particular parameter; the one
actually used depends on the specific nature of the primitive in question. Each such function
takes a number of arguments, including (in the case of the amplitude function) the position of
the point source, the position of the sample in question, and an amplitude scale factor. When
one of these function names is passed to the contribution routine, the contribution routine calls
the named function with each different sample location in turn9 .
Thus, if the contribution from a 'normal', constant-amplitude point source is to be calculated,
the location coordinates of the point will be passed to the contribution routine along with the
name of a function that simply ignores whatever sample location may be given it and always
returns a constant. For an anisotropic point source calculation, on the other hand, a different
function name would be handed to the contribution routine; the named amplitude function can
perform an arbitrarily complex series of computations using the point source location and the
various holographic sample locations to produce an amplitude that is different at each such
sample.
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reality, of course, there is no 'in turn'; all the sample locations are passed simultaneously in a single call to
the amplitude function, which is executed by the Connection Machine on each value in parallel.

The result of this style of programming is that a new behavior can be added to the system
simply by defining a new function that performs the appropriate action; it is therefore never necessary when adding functionality to have to understand or modify the 'guts' of the system. All
extensions to the system can be effected independent of its other workings and functionalities.

5.3.4

Results

A brief search for a useful test object yielded resulted in the selection of a torus, useful for
its continuous curvature, the complete set of directions embraced by its surface normals, the
somewhat-greater-than-simplest-possible nature of its topology, and the moderate multiplicity
and complexity of its polyhedral model representation. It assumed an orientation slightly
rotated (twenty degrees) with respect to the y- and x-axes. Because of a coordinate-system
mishap, the light source occupied a position mostly behind and slightly to the left of and above
the torus.
The reconstructed image is, first of all, eminently recognizable as a torus; in fact, over most of
its surface it looks like holographic renderings generated by the earlier version of OccFilt (e.g.
the Volkswagen), with recognizable diffuse and ambient components. Additionally, however,
there are small, glinting highlights clearly visible in the lower right portion of the torus's hole
and on the upper left, outside region of the hole. In both locations the highlights are fairly
close the the 'silhouette outline' of the torus (from any particular view). Most significantly,
the highlights do indeed move across the three-dimensional surface as the viewer translates
laterally in the view zone; they remain close to the silhouette outline and move 'up' the inside
of the torus hole with leftward viewer motion.
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Chapter 6
Microfacet Surface Generation
The methods described in the last two chapters for the generation of holographic images with
realistic visual characteristics have embraced an almost wholly representational viewpoint.
We undertake now to investigate a more physical approach to the problem of surface optical
properties, in which we recognize that the appearance of illuminated real-world objects is, at
least for many materials, the result of a process of optical scattering. Light-matter interactions
of this sort arise because almost every surface is quite rough on a microscopic scale (regardless
of apparent macroscopic smoothness), so that incident light is reflected in a much more complex
manner than it would from, say, an idealized mirror surface.
*In order to realize such an illumination model, we need principally to know what this surface
roughness looks like at its scale of light interaction, and how the reflection of incident radiation
from the basic structures that comprise it proceeds.
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6.1

Beckmann's Legacy

Much of the fundamental work in electromagnetic scattering from rough surfaces has been
done over the past four decades by Petr Beckmann; a 1963 text, "The Scattering of Electromagnetic Waves From Rough Surfaces", written by Beckmann and Andr6 Spizzichino ([1]),
laid the essential foundation for investigations in this field. In a strict sense, Beckmann and
Spizzichino's concerns are opposite (or at least complementary to) ours: they were interested
primarily in the interpretationof measured fields, often as a means of analysis and identification
of the surfaces responsible for these fields' scattering. We, conversely, are interested in the
generationof correctly scattered fields from appropriately modeled surfaces. Nonetheless (and
not surprisingly), we will find much of their work useful and applicable to our own needs.
Although much of the development and analysis performed by Beckmann and Spizzichino
was intended for application to microwave and radio wavelengths and structures of planetarysurface scale, their results and derivations remain valid in our preferred optical wavelength and
microscopic structure domains, with appropriate adjustments of wavelength constraints.
Scattered Fields
The fields used by Beckmann in the determination of the final scattered field differ from the fields
used here: Beckmann achieved a significant simplification of the field determination problem
by assuming, first, that incident fields were collimated (or arose from infinitely distant sources),
and, second, that the size of all of the facets was much larger than the wavelength of illuminating
light, so that the field scattered by an individual facet could be fairly accurately modeled by
simply bouncing the incident plane wave according to the Fresnel reflection expressions.
We will make no such assumptions about the size of the facets relative to the wavelength; as
a result, we cannot model the field scattered from an individual facet as a plane wave. Instead,
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a more accurate field contribution expression is required. This we develop in §6.2.

Surface Generation
In order to derive specific statistics and intensity patterns from his scattering formulae, Beckmann required a model for the represented surface itself. Although he worked extensively
with assumed surfaces with normal (Gaussian) height distributions, these could only be used
in an aggregate sense to provide statistical information; no access to a more literal surface was
possible, in the sense that the distribution could not be queried to provide the height of the
function at a particular location.
Beckmann additionally elected, therefore, to work with 'generated' surfaces, stochastic
functions with well-defined properties and statistics, but which could also be 'built' on demand;
i.e. a particular instance of the surface could be constructed on demand using, say, a random
number generator. In the end, of course, it was still the statistical properties of these surfaces,
evinced equally by any and every specific instance, that were of interest for the determination
of the scattering patterns, but certain
A model developed and studied extensively by Beckmann was a facet-oriented process in
which a rough surface was constructed by assembling small planar segments end-to-end; each
segment was randomly (and nearly independently) assigned an angular orientation, so that the
resulting structure had a non-deterministically varying height profile ('hills' and 'valleys'). In
particular, the model required both endpoints of each facet to occur at the intersection points
of a regular grid (the horizontal and vertical grid spacings could be adjusted independently
without loss of generality). Further, the horizontal extent of every facet was identically equal to
a single [horizontal] grid spacing, so that at each step of construction the surface 'progressed'
by one unit to the right. The random part of the process then chose, for each facet, the number
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of vertical units (positive, negative, or zero) traversed by the facet during its one-unit horizontal
span.
The stochastic description chosen by Beckmann was a Markov process. The process was
represented by a matrix

M

P11

P12

P13

P21

P22

P23

P31

P32

P33

Pul

Pv2

Pus

-

Pip
P2p

P3pi

-O

(6.1)

Pup

whose elements Pik were probabilities. Each possible height on the grid was considered a 'state'
of the system and was represented by a row of the matrix, so that there were p different vertical
locations available to the surface. The probabilities in each row specified the likelihood of a
transition from the state described by that row to some other state/row in the system; therefore,
the matrix is necessarily square. Thus the generation of a new facet was effected by connecting
a new left endpoint to the right endpoint of the previous facet and choosing a height for the
new right endpoint according to the probabilities specified in the Markov matrix (the horizontal
coordinate of the new right endpoint was always constrained to be one unit greater than its left
counterpart). That is, if the left endpoint of the new facet were at a height corresponding to the
i-th row of the matrix, then the probabilities in the i-th row (distributed so that ElI

Pik =

1)

were consulted in conjunction with a random number generator to find the new state/row, and
thus the new surface height, occupied by the system.
In general, each row contained only a small number of contiguous nonzero entries, meaning
that a facet whose left endpoint was at some particular height was not able to access (for the
vertical location of the right endpoint) just any other height in the system. Typically, facets were
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constrained to vary no more than a few units vertically over their extent, so that each row would
consist of a small 'cluster' of nonzero probability values in a field of zeroes. Furthermore,
the relative probabilities were frequently the same for all rows (i.e. the chance of moving
up by one unit was the same regardless of the current height), resulting in a matrix whose
predominantly-zero elements had a swath of nonzero probabilities moving from upper left to
bottom right.
Statement of Lineage
It is this last technique, of explicit surface generation by stochastic process, whose spirit we
will adopt for our interference-pattern calculation work. Specifically, in §6.3 we will undertake
the generalization of Beckmann's approach: although we will discard Markov chains in favor
of a memoryless process, we will still construct surfaces by laying end-to-end tiny facets whose
angular orientations (and now lengths) are randomly chosen according to specified probability
distributions.

6.2

Mathematical Development of Facet Contribution

6,2.1

Isolated Facets: Derivation of Field Expression

We concern ourselves here with the field contribution arising across the hologram plane from a
single facet, which we will model as radiating uniformly along its extent. That is, we consider
the case of a linear segment evenly populated with point sources whose unit field amplitudes
are all equal, in phase, and inversely proportional to the number of sources per unit length; we
then imagine the limiting situation in which the packing density approaches infinity while the
unit field amplitudes become differential. (This construction is physically equivalent either to
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an identically situated but mirrored segment reflecting a normally incident plane wave or to
an analogously positioned and sized aperture in an infinite baffle that is rear-illuminated by a
normally incident plane wave.)

The Mathematical Setting
We will find it convenient to adopt a parametric description of the distance from the hologram
point to locations along the facet: denoting by (xi, zi) and (x 2 , Z2) the endpoints of the facet,
and by

(Xh, Zh

= 0) the hologram point under consideration, we have
Ax(t) 2 +Az(t)

r(t) =

2

with

Ax(t)

=

(XI - Xh) + t(X2 -

Az(t)

=

zi

x1)

+ t(z2 - zI).

so that traversing t :0 -+1 results conceptually in 'sketching' a directed path from (x 1, zi) to
(x2,

z 2 ).

Assembling the pieces and collecting terms of like t provides

[r(t)]2

=

t 2 [(z 2

-

zi) 2

+ 2t[z(z 2 -

+ (x 2
z1)

+

-

(x 1 - Xh)(X2 -

+ [zI 2 + (XI - Xh)2
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X1)2
xI)]

the effect of whose jumbled appearance on the reader's intuition may be immeasurably improved
by the introduction of two vectors, L and . These are demonstrated graphically in Figure 6.1,
and are given by

X2-XI1

X1 -Xh
Zi

Z2-Z1

\ (x Ah
z=)

Figure 6.1: The vectors used to define the position and orientation of a facet, relative to the
underlying coordinate system.

We may now recognize the three coefficients in our quadratic expression for [r(t)]2 as
having vectorial interpretations; recasting accordingly yields the more aesthetic and insightengendering

[r(t)]2

=

t2 Z

+ 2tL-. +
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-P

=

2

2

+ 2tL - + LJ2 .

(6.2)

(It may be noted that we have just inadvertently derived a vector form of the familiar Law of
Cosines.)
A concise description of our fundamental computational goal is thus
E(xh) =

J

Ece ~
Eoe

d- =

10

Eoe~- AN/

+2t +\Pdt.

(6.3)

Although there is functional dependence on Xz concealed in ', the integration is over the
variable t alone, so that, for consideration of the resultant field at a fixed observation point, the
vector quantities behave like constants. Nonetheless, it is not possible to perform this integral,
at least in closed form, and so literal evaluation would require resorting to the application of
numerical methods likely to inflate the computation cost beyond the limits of the useful or
tolerable.

6.2.2

A Concession and a Success

The mathematical element preventing the realization of Equation (6.3) is the square root, and
so we naturally seek to dispute its necessity. Rewriting the distance function
r(t) =

t2IL 12 + 2td -

1+|12

as
r(t)=jp

1+2t
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+t2
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we prepare for the only substantial approximation to be endured throughout this work: expanding
1 + 2t
:7
1±2t1'12

+ t2

according to Mr. Maclaurin's suggestion as
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we are fairly invited (under certain circumstances considered carefully in §6.2.3 but which for
now will be assumed satisfied) to neglect the squared and higher-order terms. This leaves as
our distance function
r(t )

ce|

|

1 + t P

+ t 2 |

-

|

Reinserting where necessary, we we obtain a version of our facet contribution expression that
is eminently integrable:
E(xh)

=

J

(1+tA

Eoe

= Eoe-kiPI

j

21,6 1

dt

e-i(at+Ot2)dt

(6.4)

where we define
ye-L

k |fZ|2

|y|'

2 |, |

As a brief consistency check (before integrating), we examine the limit in which the extent of
the facet becomes very small: as L -+ 0 we find that a --+ 0 and

#

-+ 0, which reduces the

contribution expression to the familiar-looking E(Xh) = Eoe-jki l. This, reassuringly, is the
field due to an isotropically radiating point source.
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We are now within reach of undertaking the integration for the general case of noninfinitesimal L. Grasping the grail, we perform
Eoe-jkP II0 ei*t+Ot2)dt

1

--

= Ebe-jkiI . e "2/

-

-

Erf (ofj~5g

(6.5)

+ t,/j,)

20

=

e(24_ii_,

Erf

+

-Erf (F2

(6.6)

This is, at last, a more or less closed-form expression that will succumb to fairly straightforward
evaluation. Erf requires somewhat careful handling; for the details of its complete treatment
see Appendix B.

6.2.3

Approximation Limits

We note that, in general, the two terms now dependent on t do not compare at all favorably to
unity. In particular, the configuration of the MIT Holographic Video System 'encourages' the
depth-positioning of objects at and about a plane 8 centimeters from the plane of the hologram;
at the same time, we have elected to populate our surfaces with facets of linear extent ranging
from one hundred times the wavelength of light in the system to one fiftieth of a millimeter.
Thus, even under the least favorable mathematical circumstances (i.e. t = 1 and ' and L
collinear in order to maximize p' - L), the pivotal ratio
roughly 2.5 x 10-.

This is indeed paltry.
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will attain a maximum value of

6.3

Surface Modeling

Having developed the means for determining the field produced by an individual microfacet,
we now proceed to define the structure and associated mathematics for the skeletal surface
specification, the stochastically generated 'framework' that is to be populated with these atomic
facets.
The coordinate system to be used in the development is shown in Figure 6.2; in fact, this
system is in general relative, established with respect to an instantaneous position on the curved
surface being modeled. Specifically, the z-axis will be aligned with the local surface normal of
the user-defined macroscopic surface geometry and the x-axis with the corresponding surface
tangent.
As an intermediate goal, however, we undertake the structurally simpler case of 'facettiling' a linear segment with prescribed enpoints by laying end-to-end a stochastically-generated
sequence of (relatively) smaller microfacets.

6.3.1

Tiling Technique

The position of a facet is determined by the constraint that it possess zero-order continuity with
its antecedent neighbor; thus the most general specification for each consists of a randomly
chosen length and angular orientation. Location is then an implicit or dependent parameter,
established for each facet by the cumulative effect of all preceding facet lengths and orientations.
In short, then, the facet-tiling of a single linear region proceeds by selecting a random extent and
orientation for each new facet. The first facet is positioned so that one endpoint is coincident
with the 'left' terminus of the line segment; the location of its other endpoint depends on the
chosen angle and length. Each subsequent facet then originates at the free end of its predecessor,
ill

Figure 6.2: The coordinate system used for generation of the microfacet structure is a local one,
defined with respect to the local normal and tangent of the underlying surface being modeled.
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and again terminates at a location determined by its randomly selected orientation and extent.
This construction continues until the second endpoint of the linear region is attained'.

6.3.2

Distribution Functions, with Examples

General Probabilistic Form
In probability terms, each facet will be chosen according to the density functions

to < f_

0,

Lo:

0o:

f,(to,

{

t- < to

...

0,

to > 4+

0,

9o < -g

(6.7)

(6.8)

fo(0,.

0,

f+

60 >

I

That is, each length is chosen from a possibly continuous set of lengths strictly bounded by
minimum and maximum values. Similarly, it is unnecessary to choose an angular orientation
beyond positive or negative ninety degrees, either because larger and smaller values are redundant, or (if we interpret the full range of 27r more carefully) because we require the surface
to continue "moving to the right" as it accumulates. The ellipsis marks serve to indicate that
the distribution functions might not be independent, e.g we could prescribe a length selection
process that chooses long facets with greater probability when the associated orientation angle
'The chain of generated microfacets is coterminous with one end of the linear region being tiled, since it was
intentionally 'grown' from that point, but, because the tiling process is a stochastic one, it is impossible in general
to guarantee that the end of the facet chain will be precisely coincident with the second endpoint of the target
region.
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is steep.
From a pair of specified length and orientation distribution functions we find a compound
probabilitydensityfunction, given by f,o(to, 9o), from which in turn we can calculate statistical
quantities of interest for their surface shape-predicting properties. We define for each facet a
'width' and 'height' corresponding to its extent along and normal to the underlying surface
tangent:
wo = to cos(9);

ho = to sin(O).

(6.9)

The most important basic derived values are as follows:
* Mean Width. Denoted q,,, it is the average distance traversed by each of many facets in
the direction of the surface tangent. It is found, in general, by

77W=

wof, (to, 0) =

iocos(0o)fe,o(to,Oo)d6o dfo

(6.10)

The frequency interpretationof probability implies that the total 'width' of larger and
larger collections of facets randomly chosen according to the same distribution functions
will be increasingly well approximated by the mean width derived above. That is,
N

(Ny, - Ewi) - 0 as

(6.11)

N -+ oo.

i=1

This will be of service when, for example, we require an estimate of the number of facets
required to 'tile' a surface segment of particular length.
* Mean Height. Similarly,

77h

J f to sin(0o)f,
i
(to,

hofl,o(to,eo)
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9o)d 0 dfo.

(6.12)

We will require of the compound distribution function ft,o(to, 6o) that

77h

(6.13)

0,

so that any facet tiling will not stray in an aggregate sense from its underlying surface.
The simplest distribution function criterion that assures this condition is the constraint
that

foi(Golo) = foie(-ollo).

(6.14)

That means that the orientation angle probability will, for each length (in the possible
case that the angular density function is not independent of facet size), be symmetric 2
about 0 = 0 so that it is equally likely that a facet will point 'up' at a some angle as it is
that it will point 'down' at that same angle.

9 Width Variance.
Or2 =

E[(wo - ?7w) 2 ]

[E [wo]] 2

=

E [wo2]

=

JwozfeOyojeo)
=7

-

J2

0

2

1/I0 o0I ) d9 de0 _ qW2 (6.15)
co2 90 f8oe

2

The width standarddeviation ow and its square, the width variance w2, characterize the
"average deviation from average width" or the "spread" of fA (to, 90).

2A

symmetric fe(6o) is not the only way to obtain a zero-mean height. Certain asymmetric distributions
yielding this property could well prove useful if, for example, it were desired that the facets point predominantly
in a direction other than the underlying surface normal.
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*

Height Variance.
h2 2=E[(ho -

nh)2] =
-

E[ho2] - [E[ho]]2
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(6.16)

Although the average facet height is zero, individual facets generally have non-zero
heights; Ch provides some measure of the extent to which the facets
Independent f and 9 Distributions
If the probability density functions that describe the distribution of our facet parameters i and
9 are independent of each other, then many of the interesting statistics concerning the facets'
aggregate behavior will take simple forms. The required compound probability density function
is the product of the two distribution functions:

ff,o ( oI0) = ft(to)fo(0o),
Uniform Distributions

f and 9 independent

(6.17)

The simplest form available to our two facet parameter distributions

is a constant probability density, in which we choose any facet length in the specified range
with equal probability and, independently, any facet orientation between -11

and ! also with

equal probability. Specifically 3 ,

f(to)=

(v+- L- )

3

f-

to ! t+

(6.18)

For the probability density function definitions that follow, only the range over which the function is nonzero
will be explicitly given. A zero probability density should be understood everywhere else.
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fo(0)

=

-

7r-

(6.19)

< o 5 7.
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The statistical particulars are as follows:

Tqh

= E [to sin

sin 60()

=

90]

1

) do dio
(6.20)
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d90dto -

=
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do do -
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+

2

-

6

.+)

(6.23)

7r

Dependent 9 Distribution
Suppose now that the processes by which a length and orientation are randomly selected for
each facet are not independent. Most likely would be a case in which the distribution of
orientations depends on the length already selected for that particular facet. Such a model
(different angular behaviors at each scale) is probably more realistic than one which assumes
complete independence of these parameters.
As an example, let us stipulate that the range of possible orientation angles will be smaller
for larger facets, so that most of the large facets will be approximately parallel to the underlying
surface being modeled. Specifically, we take again a linear facet size distribution with slope m
and bias b:
fe(to) = A(mlo + b), L < to

t+.

(6.24)

We now require that, for the smallest facets, any orientation angle between - E and Eis possible,
but that the largest facets can stray no further than E to either side of the zero-angle 'surface
normal'. For simplicity of demonstration we choose a linear relationship between facet size
and maximum allowable angle (abbreviated 0,), although in practice the multi-octave nature
of the facet size distribution would make a logarithmicrelationship preferable. Thus,
7r
6, = 9 ,(£O) = - -

2

7r(to -t-)

3(+ -

-)

(6.25)

We use this limit to define a conditionalangular distribution with uniform profile:
__1

fait(0o1£o) =

, -* 5 0o 5 0
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(6.26)

where, of course, the functional dependence on to is implicitly contained in 0,.
From the definition of conditional probability
Prob(AB)
Prob(B)

Prob(AIB) = Prob(B)

we find that the desired joint probability density is

fe,lo,60)

=

f(to)-foii(oolo)

(

mto + b

(+ - t-)

[M (t++

-) + b])

1/2

-

.

__-'_

(6.27)
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Any calculations involving a compound probability density function derived from a conditional
probability distribution must be performed somewhat more delicately than before. For the

current case, in which ft,o(to, 6o) has been derived from foil( 010o), the integration with respect
to 0o must be undertaken first, as its integration limits are not merely constants, but rather
functional expressions dependent on the other variable, Lo. Thus we have

ilh

=

Tiw

=

(6.28)

0
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]
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to cos Gofe,o(to, 00) do0 dfo
oft(to) I sin 09
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I)

7r~t-l-)

dto

(6.29)

3(1+-t-)

The resulting formula, expressible in closed form only if we regard the exponential integral
function Ei(z) =

-

f_*

tdt as being 'closed form', is too long and complex to provide any
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useful insight into the behavior of 7, as a function of its various parameters. Regardless of our
categorization of the expression, numerical methods are required to generate specific values.
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a22

=

O2 _

(6.31)

2

Again, the complexity of Equation (6.30) and Equation (6.31) greatly obscures insight into the
properties of the surface which they describe. If, however, we make the restrictive assumption
that m = 1, so that the facet lengths are uniformly distributed (although the distribution of
facet. orientations is still very much dependent on the particular length chosen), things are
considerably simplified. If m = 1, we have by necessity A = (+ - L-,
Ch_
=4

=6t

+ - t-

\

-

e4

_3

-h2_ef+

6

4J +

12(t+ - L-)

3 +7U+ 2 t- +e+e-2 +e_3
3M+

36(e+ -L.)
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(

b = 1, so that

3 -3J

9(+ - t-)
(6.32)

Discretized f and 9
The form for the f and 9 distribution functions which offers perhaps the most direct control
over the properties of the resulting surface arises when the facet lengths and orientations are
selected not from continuous ranges but rather from discrete sets with finitely many elements.
It is still possible to use by-now-familiar probability density functions to represent these
discretized parameters by inserting a delta function of appropriate area at each possible parameter value; calculations using the density functions would then be performed, as before,
by integrating over parameter ranges. However, we shall find it more convenient to switch to
probabilitymass function representation. In this form, a random variable x may assume any of
N possible values, which are denoted x;, 1 < i < N; the probability that x takes on value xi
is given by Px[x;]. Normalization requires that 0 < Px[x] 5 1 and that
N

ZP,[xi] = 1,
i=1

i.e. that x will always have some value.
Computations performed as integrationof probability density functions become summation
of probability mass functions. Thus, for example, the expected value of random variable x is
given by
N
77X

= E[x] = E xiP,[xi].
i=1

Compound distributions are expressed as Pxy[xi, yk] and require double-summation just as
their continuous counterparts require double-integration. For independent random variables,
the compound mass function is given by the product
PX,,[x;, yk] = Px[x1 ] - Py[yk]
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so that, for example,
M

N

E[f(x, y]] = E E f(x;, yk)Px[Xi]Py[yk]
i=1 k=1

where there are M possible values of x and N of y. If the distribution of one random variable
is instead dependent on the other, so that, for example, different choices of y result in different
probability distributions Px[x] (though x is always an element of the same set xi), then we
speak of a conditionalprobabilitymassfunction and write Px1,[xi|yk] to express the functional
dependence of P[x,] on the yi. In such a case, the compound distribution is given by
PX,,[Xi, yk] = Py[y;] - Pi[xyilYk].

We must be careful, as with the continuous density functions, to sum the dependent distribution
first:

M

E[f(x,y]] = E
i=1

fN

E

P[x|yk) Py[yk].

k=1

Let us now recast the general expressions for our four statistical 'surface metrics' in this
discrete form. Our previous constraint of symmetrical probability density functions for facet
orientation distribution, designed to insure zero-mean height deviation from the underlying
surface, still holds, and is interpreted as follows: for each positive discrete angle 0,4 with
probability of selection P[6;] there must also be an equal probability P[-6i] = P[ 1 ] of choosing
the negative of that angle. Thus, of the N possible values to be assumed by parameter 0, [N/2]
of them must be positive and exactly mirrored by the other [N/2J negative, equally-probable
values.

4Note

that nothing constrains the possible values of our discrete variables to be uniformly spaced; in particular,

the multi-octave nature of the facet size range might suggest a logarithmic spacing of t4 as more favorable.
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With this assumption, then, we have
M

N

E

7h

(6.33)

iJsin OkP, 0[[, Ok1 = 0-

i=1 k=1

as always, while
M

r/W = E

N

Z 4 cos OkPt,O V,,

9

(6.34)

k]

i=1 k=1
M N

O'h2 =

E

:t

2

sin 2 9k

(6.35)

,6 fi, Ok]

i=1 k=1
M N

-.2 = E

je 2 cos 2 OkPfe0kf, 64

-

2

(6.36)

i=1 k=1

We can now describe a general means for constructing probability mass functions for desired
distributions of facet size and orientation, and for using these distributions to generate surfaces.
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Random Surface Generation from Arbitrary Discrete f and9 Distributions]
MASS FUNCTION EXTRACTION:

1. Choose M possible facet sizes f : {I,.-.-,

,

M}-

2. Assign to the largest size a 'reference likelihood' P[CM] = 1; to all other sizes assign
desired 'relative probabilities' P[t,] = Pt[ ]/P1[eM].

3. Calculate the normalization factor p = E

i

P [t], and generate the required probabilities

P14] = p[lp.
4. Perform 1-3 for the N possible facet orientation angles 9 : {1, - - - I,,-

, Om}, respect-

ing the symmetry constraint outlined in §6.3.2, i.e. 9, = -ON-i and P4[ 2 ] = PO[ON-i.
FACET PRODUCTION:

1. Form an M-segment partition of [0, 1] by £ = {0,l1,12,-- ,Iii
li = E* 1 Pe[4,].

,IM-2,

lM-1, 1} where

2. Form a similar N-segment partition using the angle probabilities:
T = {0,t 1 , t 2 , - ti. - -lN-21
1}
}N-1
with t, = E* 1 Po[j..
3. For each desired random facet, generate two separate uniform deviates ul E [0, 1] and
U2 E [0, 1].
4. Obtain facet parameters t and 9 by locating u1 and u2 in C and T:
if ui < i1 then f =
if ui < i2 then f =

if u2 < t1 then 9 = 01
if U2 < t 2 then O= 92

1

t2

if u1 < iM-1 then f = fM-1

if u2 < tN-1 then

otherwise f = tM

otherwise 9 = ON
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9 = ON-1

We take now a case in which there are nine possible facet sizes, spaced expo-

Exl

nentially but with uniform likelihood, and seventeen equally-angularly-spaced possible facet
orientations, distributed quadratically (so that angles closer to ±90 degrees are more likely than
smaller angles). Specifically, we have for the facet sizes

PAe; =

with

1i=
1-

.

(6.37)

9'

For the facet orientations,

Ok

=

7r(k

- 8)

P[Ok] = 1 +

with

16

2

(k -9)

16

(6.38)

so that 9 = 7r/2 is four times as likely as 9 = 0; thus
17

(i _ 9

17

[O]=lE

p=

k=1

k=1

1+

2

85
22

16

16

(6.39)

from which
2

PO[6k] =

[Ok]/

85

(k - 9) 2
8.85

(6.40)

We now find

7r(k - 8)) 2
S21(-1)osin
[2(i-0 Cos 7r(k - 8) 2

M
7

/h

=

r/W
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+ (k -9)2
+ 8)85

M

16

M

N
2

==1 k=1
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)

7r(k

+(k - 9)2
85 +8.-85

- 8)

16

K9)

2
2
(k - 9)
~85 + 8.85

= 0

(6.41)

91)]

= 2.422 (6.42)

1)]
(6.43)

=40.50
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[21S-)
i=1
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sin2 (

L
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-

77w 2

(6.44)
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Chapter 7
Caesura
The MIT Holographic Video System has appeared as the first instance of a fledgling imaging
medium, real-time electronic holography. It is not only because the MIT display is the first
device to permit immediate, updatable reconstruction of calculated interference patterns, but
also because it is one of the few such transcription mechanisms ever to have supported fringe
patterns of sufficient resolution for 'display'-quality imaging, that computation of realistic
synthetic holography has never before been undertaken. The work presented in this document
has begun to address some of the issues concerning the pursuit of realism of imaging for this
new medium.

7.1

Summary

The immediate definition of three fundamental components of visual realism, and the labeling
of two of them (occlusionphenomena and surface opticalproperties) as within the scope of
(and, in fact, the goals of) the documented research, framed the ensuing presentation of this
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work. A brief examination of some other media in which relevant efforts toward the same
realism goals had been successful resulted in the identification of two basic approaches to
realistic imaging: representationaland physically grounded methods.
A survey of historical and contemporary research in the computation of holographic interference patterns revealed that there is little alignment between the goals of other workers in the
field and those of the MIT researchers; the lack of adequate output devices discussed above is
responsible. An introduction to the MIT Holographic Video System included the development
of the mathematics for computing electromagnetic field contributions due to simple radiating
point sources; this facility would provide the foundation for almost all of the following work.
The critical examination of the complete nature of physical occlusion, viewed as a diffractive process, and the degree to which various components of the phenomenon are commonly
perceived (or perceptible at all) led to the conclusion that a simple geometrical model of occlusion (and therefore the disregard of truly diffractive effects) would satisfy the requirements of
realistic imaging almost completely. The description of a system constructed to effect occlusion processing of polyhedrally-defined scenes for holographic display followed; the algorithm
used, an adapted synthesis of computer graphics sorting and area-subdivision methods, operates efficiently enough for the production of holographic images depicting complex polyhedral
models. The presentation of example images concluded the discussion.
The desire for the display of solid-shaded surfaces, instead of just wireframe representations,
motivated the investigation of a close-packing approach, wherein a multitide of point sources
positioned at the location of the surface being modeled was clustered with sufficient density to
appear as a continuum. Preliminary tests demonstrated that selection of the appropriate density
was fairly critical to the success of the method: underpacking allowed the individual point
sources to be distinguished, destroying the illusion of continuity, while overpacking resulted
in image-degrading artifacts generated through the undersired effect of coherent-array addition
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(although it was discovered that the effect could be neutralized either by randomizing the
phases of the individual point sources or by slightly randomly jittering their positions away
from arrayed regularity). The application of standard computer graphics illumination models
(comprising only the view-position-independent, i.e. ambient and diffuse, terms) led to the
production of a fully-shaded, solid appearing image of high quality.
Extension of the uniformly-radiating point source model to embrace anisotropic radiation
patterns proceeded from the importance of including the third, view-position-dependent illumination component (the specular term). Experiments that confirmed the feasibility of such
anisotropic point sources prompted the construction of a new, completely generalized fringe
renderer for use on the Connection Machine; application of this in the formation of a successful
test image confirmed its operation.
Finally, a departure from the somewhat ad hoc, representationalmethod of universal point
source dependence ensued with a description of preliminary efforts at employing a more
physically-based model of surface-light interactions. To wit, the strategy involved representing macroscopically-defined geometric surfaces with stochastically-generated approximating
surfaces composed of small planar segments (called microfacets) connected end-to-end. The
derivation of a general expression for the field contribution of an individual microfacet with arbitrary size, position, and orientation completed the necessary tools for applying the technique.

7.2

The Utility of Point Sources

All of the techniques developed in this work for the generation of realistic synthetic holographic
images have had in common an ultimate dependence on the deployment of individual point
sources. Successful representation of both one- and two-dimensional structures (line segments
and surface regions) as specific arrangements of point sources is possible. That both should
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admit to construction in this way is significant: if further, improved approaches to the attainment
of the realism goal and the formation of these structures should also avow the same point source
foundations, it is likely that we will be able to establish the simple point source as a kind of
linguafranca for the synthetic generation of holographic images.
This casting of the imaging problem has analogs in other media. In the field of computer
graphics, for example, a particular image generation scheme known as a 'micropolygon renderer' allows the creation of complex scenes from any number of sophisticated 'primitives',
including spline patches; spheres, cones, hyperbolae, and other geometric constructions; polygons; and generalized parametric surfaces. In order to turn collections of these primitives
into a final image, however, each is converted into a fine grid of tiny planar segments called
micropolygons; it is the resulting aggregate of these that is eventually used to produce the
rendering.
The representation of a wide variety of imaging elements in terms of such a single, very basic
'atom' has a number of advantages, whether in computer graphic or in holographic contexts:
first, the end stage of image production (interference pattern construction or pixel assignment)
can be extensively streamlined. If the atomic primitive is simple and easy to manipulate, then
exceedingly efficient methods for their conversion to the final image form can be devised.
Second, new high-level primitives can be added to the repertoire with a minimum of effort.
In a renderer constructed on some other principle, addition of a new object representation
mechanism involves modifying the system at every level, because interaction between the
system and the primitives being rendered is required in different forms at every part of the
pipeline. If the renderer converts each of its primitives to a common, simple representation
before inserting them into that final image-generating pipeline, however, the only effort required
to add a new primitive is the provision of a routine for converting that primitive to the universal
atomic form.
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7.3

Further Directions

A boundless amount of work remains to be done in this new field. This work comprises both
efficiency improvements for the existing techniques and the construction of entirely new, and
presumably superior, techniques. It must be understood that the primary purpose of the research
documented here has been to identify the largest, most general criteria by which components of
visual realism may be categorized and by which simulations of these constituent phenomena
may be judged, and to begin to explore appropriate means for obtaining such simulations. For
that reason, efficiency has not been made a particular concern yet; demonstrating the principles
involved at all was the primary goal. Having satisfactorily accomplished that, however, we
might begin to consider in what ways the existing systems could be extended and streamlined,
looking toward a more 'production'-aligned objective.

Occlusion Processing
The mechanisms evolved for the occlusion processing of wireframe polygonal models and
scenes have borne out the validity of their design through extensive successful image production.
Nonetheless, they are primitive in comparison with some of the schemes developed in the field
of computer graphics for accomplishing the analogous task of 'hidden surface removal'. In
particular, the graphical Z-Buffer technique described in Chapter 2 is a highly adaptable,
efficient approach that is also demonstrably susceptible to implementation in hardware for
maximum speed. Although the fundamental assumption made by the Z-Buffer algorithm,
that of single viewpoint and therefore one-to-one scene-to-image mapping, is immediately
violated by the continuous view zone afforded by holographic display, the desirability of the
algorithm should prompt consideration of methods for its adaptation to the context of true
three-dimensional imaging.
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More straightforward means for increasing the efficiency of the current occlusion processing
implementation would proceed from additional sorting measures. These would act either to sort
the points and obstructor masks into mutually-nonoverlapping (in three dimensions) volumes
which could then be processed individually or to depth-sort primitives so that fringe-rendering
from front to back (viewer toward hologram) would obviate most of the projective occlusion
calculations.

Dense-Point Surface Representation
With the extension of the point source model to include anisotropic radiation patterns we
are afforded the luxury of being able to 'borrow' any arbitrarily complicated or sophisticated
shading models developed for computer graphics ends. The most pressing need, then is for
an efficient means of occlusion-processing the vast numbers of point sources used to represent
solid surfaces. This end would be well served by the successful development of the adapted
Z-Buffer technique alluded to above.

Microfacet Approach
It is certain that work on the microfacet surface representation need continue, at least in order to
determine if the approach offers any advantage for the accurate modeling of optical properties.
In the end, of course, it is not implied that every geometrically-defined model should be
decomposed on the microscopic level into stochastically-generated approximating surfaces so
that the field contribution from each microfacet can be determined and superposed; even with
today's fastest computers, such a task would prove ridiculously slow and inappropriate. If
it can be demonstrated that the model holds promise, however, the next step would entail
deriving statistical informationfor each microfacet-tiledsurface that could be used to generate
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a statisticallyaccurate field distribution. That is, the entire intermediate step of explicitly tiling
each surface, which is really incidental to our goal of field determination, would be eliminated
and instead represented by statistically accurate random processes, so that specification of the
macroscopic surface geometry alone would suffice to define the appropriate scattered field.
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Appendix A
Occlusion Processing Details
A Demonstrative Code Example

#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<local/3d.h>
"/u/jh/Vargle/vargle .h"
"/u/ jh/HoloDrome/Oh-Clued/occffilt.h"

#define STILTONOBJECT
main

"/usr/local/bovine/stilton.obj"

(argc, argv)

int argc;
char **argv;
OBJECT *Cheese;
PostMultiplyTransformations ();I
OccFiltSetup (argv[2]);
OccFiltArrangeView ();
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if

((Cheese =

InstanceObject

(STILTONOBJECT))

==

NULL)

{ printf ("The skies are gruyere and cloudier than ever... bad insta
exit (-1) ; }
obj scale

(Cheese, .15,

obj rotate
obj rotate
objrotate

',
(Cheese,
I
(Cheese, y
(Cheese, 'z',

.15,

.15);

45. 0);
10.0);

30.0);

obj_transla te (Cheese, 0.0, 0.0, 0.8);
RenderMatic

() ;

OccFiltSceneDissect ();
OccFiltClipBoundedPoints () ;
OccFiltPreProcess ();
OccFiltExtractObstructors 0;
OccFiltExecuteOcclusion 0;
OccFiltDiscardFullyOccludedPoints
OccFiltWriteHiroshifiedData

() ;

(argv[31);

A Working Lexicon of OccFiltStructures
These next are minimal, English-language descriptions of the core structures employed throughout the OccFilt system. The cursory understanding of them provided here will be sufficient
for fathoming the private goings-on of the system as articulated below; for a complete, notso-English-language description of all the structures and global variables used by the system,
consult Appendix A.
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DepthEdge: A structure containing the delineation of an occluding 'mask', as extracted from
the intersection of a polygonal face with a scanline; contains two (x, z) pairs identifying
its endpoints, the vector normal to that parent polygon, and pointers back to the two edges
of the parent polygon which intersected the scanline, and, therefore, intersect the mask
as well.
BboxInfo: Composed of a pointer to a polyhedral object and two three-space points (an x, a y-, and a z-coordinate) which designate opposite corners on a right regular prism
large enough to completely contain the object; used in an early pass to form a vertical
ordering of objects and to discard from further consideration those whose extreme vertical
positions preclude their ever appearing in the hologram.
RunExtent: A simple list of linear segments, each described by its starting and ending xcoordinate; put to use in identifying regions of a hologram throughout which a point
source should be allowed to contribute to the summed field ('visible' regions).
SegmentedPoint: The principal product of the OccFilt system: contains a point source and its
associated 'visible' regions, as generated by the occlusion processing; in addition to the
point source (represented by an (x, z) location pair, an amplitude, and a phase) and the
unoccluded 'visible' regions (represented by an embedded RunExtent structure), also
accomodates a pointer back to the original polyhedral object of whose representation the
point source is a part as well as the parent edge (belonging to the polyhedron) from which
the point was directly extracted.

OccFiltSetupo

I

The OccFiltSetup() function call serves to initialize the OccFilt system in several ways: first,
a number of system-dependent values from a configuration file specified as an argument to
OccFiltSetup() are read using Varglel routines; these values are installed in appropriately
named global values and thereby made accessible to all parts of OccFilt. The values themselves
1Vargle

(for Versatile Argument Lexicon) is a utility library also written by the author. Integer, floating
point, and character string values placed in one or more configuration files and tagged with an arbitrary-length
name can be accessed in any order simply through specification name. If Vargle accesses are used to replace
hard-coded values in C code, recompiling every time a constant requires modification can be obviated. It's a thing
of convenience, really.
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range from constants describing the physical layout and makeup of the MIT Holographic Video
System (like 'viewer distance' and 'physical hologram width') to user-adjustable controls over
the behaviour of OccFilt (like 'comparison tolerance' and 'point source z offset').
Second, the various linked lists that will be used later by the system (one list of BboxInfo,
DepthEdge, and SegmentedPoint structures at each scanplane) are constructed and initialized.
Finally, tables of information (e.g. the real-world vertical location occupied by each scanplane) are derived from system values recently obtained from the configuration file.

IOccFiltArrangeView()
This routine is wholly optional; it simply provides a convenient means for calling various
RenderMatic routines in order to specify the viewpoint, view normal, and field of view so
that a two-dimensionally rendering of the scene will correspond to a view from the middle of
the eventual holographic viewing zone. Thus, there is no reason to use OccFiltArrangeView()
unless it is also intended that RenderMatic() will be called to produce a 'preview' image. This
call may appear anywhere in the program before the actual call to RenderMatic(. Alternately,
the call to OccFiltArrangeView may be obviated by doing the corresponding RenderMatic
things, i.e. explicitly calling SetViewPointo, SetViewNormal(), SetViewUpo, SetFieldOfView(,
SetWindowo, and so forth.

OccFiltSceneDissectO
This is the portion of the system responsible for transformation of the input polyhedral objects
into sets of representative point sources.
The actual organization of OccFiltSceneDissectis quite simple: the polygons which make
up each object are resolved into their component edges, and the angle made by the line with
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the y-axis (vertical axis) is calculated. If the angle is less than forty-five degrees, then a simple
routine is called which generates a new SegmentedPoint (recall that this is the structural
representation of a point source) for each intersection of the line with a scanplane. Before
undertaking any actual work, however, this subsidiary routine performs a swift height check,
insuring that at least part of the line in question crosses at least one of the scanplanes. If this is
not the case (i.e. the line lies entirely above or below the volume to be imaged in the hologram),
it is discarded.
When the calculated angle is greater than forty-five degrees, a separate, more complex
analysis method is required: if we were to use the above approach for such sharply-oriented
lines, the resulting point source representation would be far too sparse.

Instead, a three-

dimensional version of a computer graphics algorithm called a digital differential analyzer is
called. First, of course, if the line does not conform to the same vertical location requirements
it is disposed of and no further work is done. For those lines within range, then, the algorithm
calculates the number of points per unit length (and the inverse of this number, the point
separationdistance) that are expected, based in part on the the density of points generated by
the intersection of a perfectly vertical line with the scanplanes. Finally, the algorithm steps
parametrically along the line, creating point sources (in SegmentedPoint structures) at locations
every point separationdistance. Each SegmentedPoint is then assigned to the scanplane to
which its vertical coordinate is closest.

OccFiltClipBoundedPoints()
As part ofOccFiltSetup() the system accesses precomputed values representing the extrema of
permissible point source locations; outside these ranges (specified as minimum and maximum
x- and z-values) a point source can make no useful contribution to the interference pattern being
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generated. OccFiltClipBoundedPoints,then, examines each point created by OccFiltSceneDissect and performs a rapid comparison against these known extreme values. All points found to
lie outside the acceptable volume are culled from further consideration by the system.
This process can yield significant increase in economy, both of required memory and of
processing time, in the case that the hologram being computed looks onto some subset of
a larger scene.

That is, if the portrayed objects are arrayed (or are of a sufficient size)

so that many of them (or significant portions of them, in the instance of large objects) lie in
positions distant to the x- and z-center of the space optimally imaged by the holographic system,
the OccFiltClipBoundedPointsroutine will prevent the system from wasting subsequent time
processing these unrenderable parts of the scene.
Note that this function is not responsible for removing points that are superfluous by virtue
of their vertical position; those points have, by the time processing reaches OccFiltClipBoundedPoints, been evicted. Here, operation ensues only within scanplanes (i.e. in the x- and
z-extents).

OccFiltPreProcessO
This routine's true median position in the ordering of events is belied by its name; nonetheless,
it does function to execute preparations for ensuing sections of the system.

Once again,

the polyhedra are retrieved from the innards of RenderMatic; this time a bounding box 2 is
determined for each object. The complete specification of the bounding box, along with a
pointer to the object to which it belongs, is stored in a BboxInfo structure. All BboxInfo
2

An object's bounding box is the smallest right rectangular prism (oriented along the axes of the coordinate
system) which completely contains the assumedly irregular object; a bounding box has an extremely compact
representation, as two three-space points corresponding to any pair of opposing corners of the prism serve to
define it uniquely.
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structures are then sorted; each BboxInfo is placed into a linked list belonging to the first
scanline which falls within the volume defined by the bounding box. Thus, each object is
assigned to exactly one scanline.

OccFiltExtractObstructors()
At this point the system steps from top to bottom through the scanplanes. At each scanplane,
objects from all the associated BboxInfo structures, as well as from all non-deactivated BboxInfo structures belonging to higher scanplanes, are accessed. Each object is dissected into its
defining polygons, and each polygon is intersected with all possible scanplanes. These intersections result in line segments called called obstructormasks or depth edges, which are then
stored in DepthEdge structures. Each DepthEdge is then attached to the scanplane responsible
for its construction.
As soon as it is found that all polygons in a particular object lie above the current scanplane
(it is likely that this object would have come from a BboxInfo attached to some previous
scanplane), the object is deactivated and its containing BboxInfo structure is removed from
that scanplane's list of structures.
The objects stored in the internals of RenderMatic are never accessed after this point in the
OccFilt system.

OccFiltExecuteOcclusion(
This is the heart, and most complex section, of the system. The goal for each point is to
determine which of the previously extracted obstructormasks are capable of preventing it from
contributing to some region of the hologram, and, for all such masks, to calculate the precise
bounds of the occluded subsegment of the hologram.
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Before these calculations are applied to each mask, however, a test is performed to determine
if the point and mask currently under consideration were extracted from the same polygon. That
is, if, in earlier steps, the point source in question was extracted from an edge belonging to a
polygon from which the obstructormask in question was also extracted, then further occlusion
checking for the current mask is curtailed. This is both expeditious and necessary: if the point
and mask come from the same polygon, then the mask should not be able to occlude the point,
and so allowing them to undergo explicit occlusion testing would be unnecessarily wasteful.
Worse, however, is that, because of finite machine precision, the mathematical tests used to
confirm or deny 'occluderhood' might well result in a positive verdict, meaning that the point
would have been occluded by the very polygonal face of which it was a part.
A very rapid collinearity test is applied next; if the point and the obstructormask are found to
lie along the same line (which would cause the ensuing 'half-plane' tests to behave erratically),
the mask is, for self-evident reasons, deemed unable to occlude the point. Now at last the
routine proceeds to the actual core tests.
The strategy employed as each mask is considered for the current point source involves an
attempt to categorize the mask based on the positional relation of its endpoints to the point
source. To wit, five possible arrangements are recognized, four simple and one complex. If
the point source is considered as a local origin, the coordinate axes through it form an obvious
division of the x-z plane; the four simple cases, then, occur when both endpoints of the mask
lie in the same half-plane, either horizontal or vertical. If all four half-plane tests fail, the mask
is a 'skew' segment, and must be specially processed.
As it happens, the order in which these four conditions are investigated determines the
success of the method: the first test must be for case in which both mask endpoints have lesser
z-values than does the point source; this means that the mask lies behind the point with respect
to the hologram, and cannot, therefore, possibly occlude the point. No further processing is
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required, and consideration passes to the next mask. Next, the opposite half plane is tested. If
both endpoints have z-values between that of the point and of the hologram then it is certain
that the mask has a geometric 'shadow' somewhere on the line of which the hologram is a part.
The ends of this shadow are calculated and placed in a new RunExtent structure, which is in
turn inserted in the list of such structures attached to the SegmentedPoint.
As the two horizontal half-plane tests that follow are made, that the mask has failed the
previous two test guarantees that it straddles the x-axis of our point-source-centered coordinate
system. The portion of the mask with z greater than that of the point cannot form a projection on
the hologram line (the 'shadow' it casts from the point source will fall away from the hologram,
toward more negative values of z). Therefore, the remaining mask endpoint is projected onto
the hologram, and x = too is taken as the other projected segment end, the sign determined
by whether the mask endpoints originally lay to the right or to the left of the point3 . The
x-coordinates of the mask projection are loaded into a new RunExtent structure, which is
attached back to the SegmentedPoint.
If all four of the above tests are failed, then the mask is pronounced a 'skew' segment.
The solution to the problem of determining the region, if any, of its occlusion turns out to be
relatively simple, however. The mask is divided at the z-position of the point source into two
smaller masks; the one which now lies entirely behind the point can be immediately discarded,
as. it corresponds to the first of the four half-plane tests, in which no occlusion is possible. The
remaining subdivided mask is passed recursively with the same point to the occlusion routine,
and is now assured of belonging to one of the three non-trivial half-plane cases.
A critically important part of the process is the section of the routine which adds a newlycreated RunExtent structure to the existing list already associated with the SegmentedPoint.
In practice, ±oo can be replaced with the appropriately-signed extreme x-coordinate of the hologram, since
there is no need of occlusion information outside of the region in which holographic calculations are planned.
3
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The information-destroying property of projection (the means by which the RunExtent occluded segments are created from the higher-dimensional obstructormasks), many segments
described by the various RunExtent structures will have overlapping parts. Additionally, adjacent polygons from the same object will give rise to contiguous DepthEdge masks which,
when projected, will form abutting occluded RunExtent regions. Keeping in mind that the
RunExtent structures represent regions of the hologram occluded from field contributions from
the associated SegmentedPoint, the RunExtent insertion routine recognizes four species of
RunExtent insertion, and handles them as follows:

1. The new RunExtent is disjoint from all extant instances. The new structure is simply inserted into the linked list, in sorted position.
2. The new RunExtent completely straddles one or more extant instances. All contained structures are discared and the single new RunExtent is inserted in their place.
3. The new RunExtent links two or more extant, disjoint instances. That is, each endpoint
of the new RunExtent falls in the middle of separate, previously distinct RunExtent
regions (other RunExtents may fall between the two). The right endpoint of the leftmost
RunExtent is extended to match the right endpoint of the rightmost RunExtent. The
new RunExtent structure, and all intervening structures, are discarded.
4. The new RunExtent has only one end in an extant RunExtent region. One endpoint of the
-old, overlapping RunExtent is extended (right or left) to match the 'exposed' end of the
new RunExtent; the new RunExtent, and any intervening old RunExtent structures
(whose regions have now been absorbed by their modified neighbor) are discarded.
By applying these procedures wherever possible as each new RunExtent is inserted, the
routine guarantees that the list of RunExtent structures attached to a given SegmentedPoint
will at all times be the smallest possible representation of the occluded regions of the hologram
and that each RunExtent in the list will be strictly disjoint from the others.
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OccFiltDiscardFullyOccludedPoints()
It will undoubtedly be the case that certain of the point sources derived from back-lying polygons
are visible from no part of the hologram. This routine trawls along looking for such points;
each SegmentedPoint is examined to see if any single RunExtent linked to it contains the
entire extent of the hologram. That is, a single RunExtent whose endpoints are coincident with
or lie beyond the endpoints of the segment representing the entire region in which holographic
calculations will be made indicates that the associated point is occluded from every possible
position along the hologram. Any such point found is immediately discarded to prevent its
being transcribed during the output phase.
OccFiltWrite iroshifiedData()
This is one of several possible routines which cause the fruits of all the preceding occlusioncalculating labor to be preserved by being written to a file to await reading by some interferencepattern-computing program. In this case, the routine bears the name of Dr. Hiroshi Yoshikawa,
another member of the small but hardy band of holographic video pioneers; although Dr.
Yoshikawa had since returned to his native Japan, the standard arrangement that he had suggested for generalized communication of point-source information has remained with us here
at MIT.
In particular, each point source is specified as a sequence of numbers separated by spaces
and terminated by a newline; thus, each line in such a 'Hiroshified' file describes a unique
point. The meaning and type of each number is enumerated below, in the order in which the
numbers must appear in the file:

- ordinal position of this point for this scanline [integer]
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- the x-coordinate of the point [floating point]
- the z-coordinate of the point [floating point]
- the phase offset of the point, in the range (0 --+ r) [floating point]

- the amplitude of the point [floating point]
- the number of 'visible' region specifications to follow [integer]
- then, for each visible region specification,
- the x-position on the hologram where the region begins [floating point]
- the x-position on the hologram where the region ends [floating point]
- a newline character ending the line
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Appendix B
Getting at Erf
'Erf' is, by way of review, the so-called errorfunction, familiar from probability and statistics
theory as the 'area under the bell curve'. Specifically, Erf and Erfc, the complementary error
function, are given by

Erf(C)

}j
2

C 2
e~ dt;

Erfc(() = 1 - Erf(C)

=

2

j ooe'dt.

Evaluating Erf proves, at least at the outset, something of a difficulty. The function itself is not
expressible in a finite number of simpler components; this need not necessarily be worrisome,
because, as in the case of the similarly-disposed trigonometric functions, series expansions
are available. Most computer math libraries have a built-in Erf, implemented either as an
appropriate truncated series or as a clever ratio of polynomials designed to approximate closely
Erf over some limited range.
Using the provided Erf routine is inappropriate, however, for two reasons. The first is
revealed by scrutiny of our facet contribution equation: we require evaluation of Erf for
complex arguments; supplied math functions on computers are notoriously non-complex, and
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the appropriate decomposition of the complex Erf into real-valued functions that can be realized
is so hideously elaborate as to render evaluation unreasonable once again.
The second concerns the range of arguments for which a series expansion can be reliably
evaluated (we note that implementing our own series evaluation does address the first problem;
the whole complex plane is analytic and residue-free in the case of Erf, so our Taylor Series
is still perfectly valid). Checking several typical values of a and 3 demonstrates quickly
that the argument passed to Erf, variously Vj7(a/2# + 1) and VJ~,(a/2,8), is far too large
in magnitude for an expansion about zero (a Maclaurin series) to be of any assistance. A
generalized Taylor series (expanded about a point other than zero) requires an initial evaluation
of the function to great precision at the expansion point, but we have no particularly good
method for producing these values in the complex plane. Further, even if we were able to
find with certainty the coefficients for such a series, the proclivity to range freely over many
orders of magnitude evidenced by the argument supplied to Erf by our contribution expression
precludes employing even a sizable gaggle of these expansions.
What, then, is a hapless Erf admirer with really big arguments to do? The answer lies with
the clever idea of asymptotic expansions, as follows:
We fervently desire knowledge of various values of
Erf(z) = -=

j

e~dt,

which we will rewrite in the equivalent guise

Erf(z) = 1 - Erfc(z) = 1 -
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2EE1

=

e-2 dt.

Introducing a harmless factor of unity in a peculiar form gives

Erf(z) = 1 -

- 1 ) e~ dt = 1 + -- j

2 j

(I)

(-2t - e-2) dt,

which we may recognize as
1
l+

oo

=

u dv , where

U = 1|t

dv = -2t - e-t2dt

du = (-1/t 2 ) dt

v =

e-

This surely cries out to be Integrated by Parts, and so we willingly oblige it:
Erf(z)

=
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1
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dt.

(B.2)

(B.3)

While it may seem that we have only managed to replace one unsolved integration mystery with
another, we have also managed to extrude an additional term whose presence brings us one step
closer to obtaining the true value of Erf. We are, admittedly, still left with the undetermined
integral, but let us see if it might not also succumb to the same persuasive forces of Integration
by Parts. Performing similarly intricate bookkeeping adjustments,

Erf(z)

=1
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+
+

2

7
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If, this time, we employ
u = 11t3
du

dv= -2t - e-tdt
/t 4 )dt

=(-3

v=e-

we easily obtain
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One more usable term has been coaxed into existence; one more suspiciously-similar-looking
integral has appeared, awaiting further Partwise Integration. Despite the endless hours of
amusement that continuing this game might well provide us, however, we shall jump impetuously ahead to note that, after several more iterations, we would arrive at
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From this we at last attain a satisfyingly compact representation for Erf, suitable for evaluation
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at large-magnitude points in the complex plane:
2

Erf(z) = 1 -r-n=o
zf ,o

-

(B.10)

(1)"(2z2)n

The accuracy obtained during actual use of this formula is dependent both on the number of
terms summed and on the magnitude of the argument; Table [DRELB] conveys an idea of the
precision afforded by various numbers of terms for a range of argument sizes.
The requirements placed on an Erf implementation by determination of facet contribution
actually provide a convenient constraint that allows further simplification of our evaluation
algorithm: to wit, we notice that the arguments passed to the Erf routine, VjO(ae/2,3 + 1)
and VJ(a/2#), always lie along the forty-five degree line in the first quadrant of the complex
plane. That is, we will require values of Erf only at points along the trajectory re'4, r > 0.
Each term in the asymptotic Erf expansion is of the form k/z

2

".

For z = re

each term will be purely real or purely imaginary; z 2" becomes jnr 2 ". The series is thereby
separable into two series, one of which operates to generate the real part of the result and
the other the imaginary part. We have vastly improved the efficiency by reducing the costly
complex multiplication involved in calculating z2 " for each term to a rapid scalar (real-valued)
multiplication. Similarly, the e-

which multiplies each term of the series is relieved of its

'decaying exponential' property and left as the much simpler e-3r2 = cos r2 + j sin r2 . Finally,
the attendant factor of z- 1 becomes a real-valued r-' with a negative forty-five degree complex
rotation, which can in turn be absorbed into the phase of the complex exponential above it.
We may now write the final, usable form of Erf as specialized to the task at hand:

Erf(

-r)

=

1-

cos(r2_. )

+ jsin(r2 _- )
rVIf
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Or, in more compact notation,
Erf( Fjr) = 1 -

cos(r 2 _ )

+ jsin(r2 _
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Appendix C
Further Surface-Generating Distribution
Functions
C.1

Uniform f, Gaussian 0

A Gaussian' distribution of orientations provides a 'clustering' of angles about the underlying
surface normal. Specifically,

fo(6o)

=

1

'cro v'2

-(602/2,

2

)

(C.1)

'Though it is a bit more common in probability texts, we refrain here from using 'normal' in favor of the
synonymous 'Gaussian' in an effort to avoid confusion with the vectorial implications of the former.
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where oo is a parameter controlling the effective 'width' of the distribution function2 . We take
a uniform distribution of facet sizes as before

ft (to) =

i- < to t+

(C.2)

and round up the usual suspects:
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(C.4)
Once again, we encounter the error function Erf; its appearance here cannot be eliminated or
simplified, but we can gain more insight into the behavior of the expression for rl, by plotting

2For

values of the argument 60 = i/-nao, the function fe (60o) takes on values 1/e, 2 times its value at 6 = 0.
Thus, the larger the value of ue, the wider fe (60o), and the more slowly it drops toward zero probability.
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the bracketed portion against the parameter ao .
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Here again we offer a graph of aw and 0 h as the most direct means of understanding their
complex forms.
Taking now ao = 7r/8 as representative of our use of the Gaussian distribution yields

77W

= 0.925797
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(C.7)
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Strictly speaking, our distribution function is incorrect for values of ae greater than about 7r/4. Our facet
orientation generation scheme only considers angles in the [-7r/2, 7r/2] range, but for large og there will be
a significant probability of choosing angles outside this range (the Gaussian distribution function is nonzero
everywhere). While it is perfectly acceptable to truncate the Gaussian, to be rigorous we should readjust the
normalization constant 1/(oevg
) accordingly. In practice, however, our purposes would be unlikely ever to
require a o greater than about 7/8, so the approximation remains eminently valid.
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C.2

Linear f, Uniform 0

The simplest distribution providing some control over relative likelihoods of facet size is a
linear density function:

<
feY(o) = A(meo + b), f- < to

t+

(C.10)

with A, the required normalization constant, given by
A =

1

(

f|_+ (mlo + b)dfo
1

+ bto)
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t)

[m(f+ + t-) + b]

(C.11)

Although it appears that there are two controllable paramaters governing the behavior of the
function (m and b; A is derived), there is in fact only one degree of freedom available. Because
the instantaneous magnitude of a probability density function at some point is only significant
relative to the magnitude at some other point, b may be viewed as an arbitrarily assignable
variable; the choice of m will then dictate the character of the resulting probability distribution.
A more intuitive means of directing the properties of the density function is thereby securable
as follows: we simply specify the likelihood of choosing the largest possible facet size with
respect to the probability for the smallest. That is, we declare that "selecting a facet of size +
must be four times as likely as selecting one of size t_". Mathematically,
ft(f+) = 4ft(L), so m+ + b = 4(mL + b)
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from which (for this example)
M =

3b

.

(C.12)

The particular value chosen for b is now irrelevant; whatever b, an m can be found from
the preceding equation that will yield an equivalent density function. More generally, we
can define a 'master' equation for a linearly distributed probability density by combining the
generalization of C.12 (where we assign b = 1) with C.10 and C.11:

o(e)= A
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The single defining parameter p is the factor by which the largest facets (size f+) are more
likely to occur than the smallest facets (size E), so that a specific instance of the distribution
function is obtained by substituting a particular value for p; thus
(C.14)

f,(to) = 0 (,Lto)

Using the general p-form of the size distribution expression and a uniform orientation density
we have

fA,o(to, o) = -

p+ 1o + 1)

[C 2)

(C.15)
1-1

from which
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Noting that p = 1 corresponds to a uniform distribution of facet size, we can perform a brief
consistency check on this expression; indeed,
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exactly as was derived in §6.3.2. Proceeding,
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Performing the same check once more, we see that
2
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as in §6.3.2.

C.3

Duplicating Beckmann's Surfaces

Beckmann's stochastically-generated surfaces can be generated by a particularly simple incarnation of the procedure outlined above. As we recall, Beckmann's facets were of uniform
horizontal extent and could take one of five possible angular orientations (see §6.1). We could
represent this as a binomially distributed facet orientation mass function with five possible
values, accompanied by a conditional (dependent) probability such that, for each length, only
one of five possible lengths had a non-zero (and therefore unity) probability. But it is easier
to dispense entirely with the formality of the second random variable (the length) since it is
uniquely determined by the chosen angle.
Therefore, we reduce the representation to a 'one-dimensional' distribution: as Beckmann's
surface increased by one unit to the right, it had equal probability of moving up by one or two
units, moving down by one or two units, or remaining at the same height. Thus, we will have
five possible angular values, at
6k = tan'

k

,

so

9 : {-63.430, -450,
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00, 450, 63.430}.

(C.22)

Beckmann had
4
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so that, for us,
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For each value of 0 there is only one possible £ (so that in no sense is f really a random variable),
which is given by
k

1 + (k - 3) 2 .

= f(Ok) =

(C.25)

Now we may obtain
5
E(Ok) sin OkPOOk

7h

(C.26)

0

=

k=1
5

7w

=

E f(Ok) cos OkPo[Gk]
k=1

5

(k - 3)2 cos (tan~ (k - 3))

S+
k=1

4!
16(k-l1)! (5 -k)!

(C.27)

=1

5
h2

2 (Ok) sin2OkPO[Ok]

Z
E
k=1

(1 + (k - 3)2) sin 2 (tan~'(k - 3))

=

k=1

/16(k

4!
- 1)!(5 -k)!

1

(C.28)

5
0aw

2

E

2

(k)sin2

-

2kP[k]

k=1
=

(l + (k - 3)2) sin 2 (tan~'(k

k=1
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- 16(k - 1)!(5 - k)!

-

=

0

(C.29)
There is, however, a single property of Beckmann's Markov scheme which cannot be
reproduced by our present surface generation model: because there are a finite number of states
in a Markov chain, a natural 'ceiling' and 'floor' are imposed on the random process. To wit,
the top and bottom two rows of the matrix Markov representation do not contain a binomial
sequence (like all the others) but are, rather, assymetrical. The result of this is that if the
surface growth process approaches too closely the maximum or minimum height (as imposed
by the number of states in the chain, or rows in the matrix) it will be prevented from further
development in that direction and 'turned back'.
Because our surface generation model has no notion of state4 , it is incapable of detecting such
a 'boundary' condition. Thus, although it is unlikely in a statistical sense that our Beckmannlike process will exceed these bounds (as long as the Markov system being 'replicated' has
sufficiently many states), there can be no guarantee of this property.

4

In probability terms our system is called a 'no-memory' process, meaning that each facet is chosen independently, with no statistical or probabilistic dependence on previously chosen facets.
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